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Governor Mills has appointed Frank
R. Trimble of Mountainair, Torrance
'
county, a notary public.
Goes South.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark has gone south on
educational matters.
County Treasurer Refuses Payment.
County Treasurer T. W. Watson of
Lincoln county refuses payment on
warrants issued by the board of county commissioners to contractor Benjamin Bechtel and Architect Otto
Goetz for work done on the courthouse
and jail at Carrizozo, the new county

seat.

McKinley County.

Traveling Auditor John Joerns has
received the tax roll of McKinley
county which shows a net gain this
year of assessable property of
In 1910 it was $1,129,140.23 and
in 1911 $1,338,154. In the items of increase are grazing lands, $32,918.13;
city and town lots, $20,006.50; improvements on town lots, $31,689; coal
improvements on
lands, $55,181;
same, $35,525; railroads, $67,563.89.
In the decrease column are improvements, grazing lands, $9,381; timber
lands, $40,250; mines (surface im;:
provements), $31,595.

$209,-013.7- 7.

Arrested By Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman Fred Lambert
left last Sunday for San Miguel coun
ty after a horse that had been stolen
from A. Abeyta, of Dawson, a short
time ago. At the time the horse was.
stolen some others were taken and
Lambert trailed them to San Miguel
county near Gallinas and captured the
thief but recovered only ojne of
Abeyta's horses. Knowing the other
horse was in that part of the country
he went after it. He found, the horse
in the possession of Juan Pablo Cordova, who had bought the horse from
Francisco Trujillo. Cordova is thought
to he a member of the gang that has
been dealing in stolen horses in northern New Mexico. It is the same gang
that will have to quit operations In
this "section or Mounted, Policeman
Lambert will soon have them all behind the bars. Cimarron News.
".".'.i.
.
Broke Into 'House.
The office of the mounted police received word today that Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez has arrested
Juan Montoya and Juan Chaves on
the charge of breaking into the house
of Pascual Villanueva and Juan
10 miles from Galisteo and
goods,
removing saddles, household
breaking up furniture and writing insulting messages on the walls. Montoya and Chaves were held for the
action of the grand jury.
It is stated that the Villanueva
brothers are sheep men and had been
away to their ranches. When they returned home they found their house
windows broken in and their doors
smashed.
On entering the house it
looked as though a cyclone had struck
It but as New Mexico is comparatively
free from these Texas visitors they
were at a loss to know what had really
happened. A closer inspection of the
house revealed that robbers had been
at work and that vandals had also
"been there.
Violators of Internal Revenue Laws.
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector
O. M. Felix of 'Santa Fe, made five
complaints yesterday at Albuquerque
to the U. S. Commissioner, for violations of the internal revenue laws.
Eutimio Montoya of Islets,, was the
first man to be arrested.

FIRELE83 COOKER 8AVED
One,, a Boy, Weighed
Only Two
.
Pounds, While the Other, a .
Girl, Weighed Three.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Willows, Calif., Sept 21. A tireless
cooker has come to the rescue of Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Pieper of this place In
sustaining life in their twin children,
born a day or two ago. Curled in sep-

arate compartments of this kitchen
appliance, the boy who weighed but
two pounds at his birth, and the girl
"who weighed three, are sleeping' their
way to health when not receiving
food by aid .of medicine dropper. "'
When the twins were born, the' do
tors declared that an incubator was
the only thing that could save their
lives. Nothing of the kind was to
he found in the vicinity, but the fire-- J
. tfiVTraJ visual iu iu

'

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept.
21.
President Taft made his first speech
of his western trip on the tariff and
his vetoes of the wool, cotton, and
farmers' free list bills here today.
The president attacked the Democrats
and "Insurgent" Republicans in the
Senate and House who put those bills
through Congress at the special session; defended his own course in vetoing them and declared that he was unalterably opposed to revision of the
tariff except on information secured
by the tariff board.
Evening at Kalamazoo.
President Taft and party, left here
at 1:05 p. m. for Battle Creek and
Kalamazoo. He is scheduled to spend
the evening in Kalamazoo.

(By Special Leased Wire to N!W Mexican)
Brookhaven, Miss., Sept. 21. It became known today that at least ten
new indictments against Lincoln county farmers charged with selling their
votes during the state Democratic primary election in August this year will
be returned by the grand jury now in
session here, late today. Seven men
have already been arrested.
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LIFE OF TWO INFANTS.

gency.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (Bv Ppc!al Leaned Vmre to Nw
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Montreal. Quebec, Sept., 21. Dis
Chicago, Sept. 21. Peter S. Gross-cuSt. Petersburg, Sept. 21. Twelve
presiding judge of the United thousand Jews left Kiev since the aspatches from all over the Dominion in- dicate one of the largest votes ever; States Court of Appeals, for the north- sassination of Stolypin and the exodus
cast at a general election in Canada. ern district of Illinois, announced to continues. Acting Premier Kokovsoff,
Workers for both parties were early in day that be will not send his resig through a representative today, inthe field and long before the hour of nation to President Taft until the formed a
deputation of the Jewish arfhe opening of the polls, long lines of threatened publication of charges and istocracy at Kiev uat tne Jews themworkers stood in line, eager to cast criticisms of his judicial career have selves created alarm
through their
their ballots for or against reciprocity. been made and perhaps take action cowardice but that fitting measures
tc
himself.
vindicate
This was particularly true In Montrehad been taken.
Invites Investigation.
al, Toronto,' Hamilton, Ottawa, WinniEmiieror Xicholas has made known
TWO CABINET OFFICERS TO
inThe jurist declared he would
to the population of Kiev through the
VISIT ALBUQUERQUE. peg, Halifax and the larger cities.
a
of
vite
investigation
Interest in Rural.
medium of Governor General Trepoff,
Interest in the rural districts was his official conduct. That a former the imperial will that order should be
Stimson and Fisher May Meet There
who
secret
service
agent
not less keen than that in the centers government
on Sunday Chief Forester
is reported to have shadowed Judge observed and his majesty's visit to
of population, and it is upon the heavy
Graves There Yesterday.
for two years obtained im- South Russia not again clouded.
farmer vote that the government is Grosscup
in the possession of M. Gatkin, chief of the Patriotic
papers
portant
h
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcani chiefly depending for success. From Marshall E. Sampsell, former private League, has been arrested for
disclosures. Prefect Tolmach-ef- f
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 21. Henry all poivle came reports that the elec- secretary to the judge, afld one of
L. Stimson, secretary of war, was in tion was proceeding quietly and
of Odessa called a meeting of the
the receivers of the Union Traction
'
BURNS DETECTIVES LOOKING
for a short time today on his
leaders of the monarchial organizathe
into
city
Company
by
Sampsell's
breaking
K.
D.
FOR
DIEKLEMAN,
;
X
down town office, was charged today tions at which these leaders declared
jyay to make a tour of the army posts One Nationalist Mobbed.
of the closing incidentseof the by Judge Grosscup and Mr. Samp- that they did not contemplate
Mexican border. He was ao
the
along
Alleged He Was Given Five Thousand
.
ccmpanied by Major General Leonard campaign was the mobbing of Henri sell.
demonstrations. Tolmacheff
Dollars to Leave Albuquerque
Wood, chief of staff of the United Hourassan, a leader of the Quebec Naannounces guarantees for the preserOffice Looted for Evidence.
Where He Worked.
States army, and Captain F. R. Mc- tionalists, at St. Hyacinthe, Quebec,
"No one need loot my office, for vation of order.
where he was billed to speak last night I will show everything," said the
Coy.
Priest Is Rebellious.
Bv
to
Leased
Wire
(
New Mexican)
Special
"We do not know just what chang- when a crowd of about 2,000 persons Judge.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 21. Burns
Russia, Sept., 21.
Tsaritsqen,
"When Theodore Roosevelt
was
the reactionary priest, declindetectives have been unable today to es will be made, but hope to arrange waylaid hi:u on his arrival and pelted
find the slightest trace of D. K. Diekle- - posts and troops more efficiently?' him with stale eggs and stones, ruin- President, I remonstrated with him ed to officiate at a requiem mass for
Sun- ing his clothes, but
doing no other for putting a complaint against me M. Stolypin, saying "Stolypin was not
man, the one man in the whole United sai( the secretary, The party on
states, who knew T R. McNamara the aay may reacn Aiouquerquq wnicn damage. The incident is supposed to in the files of the Department of Jus- of our family circle. He did js no
man supposed to iave been responsi- - j nas been recommended by General j be in retaliation for the hooting of Sir tice and said he had no more right good and has his1 own hired mournble for blowing up the Los Angeles Thomas for the site of a regimental Wilfrid Laurier in Monteral, by a to do that than I bad to file a libel ers and consolers."
army post, feecretary oi me interior crowd o Bourassai s ympathizers the against him with the clerk of the
Times.
been working! waiter u. Eisner wm oe m iuuuquer- night before. St. Hyacinthe is a dis court."
Diekleman, who-haELECTION IN CANADA
Roosevelt said he must put it sometrict now represented by Bourassai in
here at a restaurant as a waiter has que at me same time, on m
j
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nasty
the Burns detectives made strenuous
supposed to be solid for the NationalCorn Dragged Lower Owing to Slowceived about himself."
efforts last night and today to find to e used for the proposed army post ists.
ness in Demand Oats and Prome
on
mesa
ai
the young man, they have not suc- at AlDuquerque is
Result Tonight.
visions Were Firm.
TO
ALL
STAR
TEAM
ceeded. How he went and where, Is the foot of the Sandias and Is on
In
all
the ten provinces, polling
- Chief, Forester
MEET
PHILADELPHIA.
an absolute mystery. It is current re- the public domain.booths' were opened at 9 o'clock and
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
port here that he received $3,000 from Henry S. Graves was at Albuquerque
will close at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
Chicago. 111.. Sent. 21. Wheat trad
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to
district
visit
the
some source and that he agreed in re- yesterday
Unless the decision is very close, James McAleer Picks Ball Players to ers today took a waiting attitude pendUtah.
came
office.
from
He
Ogden,
turn for that sum, to hide until after
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'v. World at Chicago.
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Wire
New
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Mexican
t
Special
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111.,
The
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a
him
Sept.
Chicago,
as
The Burns
wanted
RID OF FIGHTING CONNERS. eral result.
cent lower, December at 93
to
team
chosen
to
McAleeT
by Janes
star witness against the accused men.
Corn dragged lower owing to
Election Frauds in Canada.
battle with the Philadelphia Ameri- 9a
Pinkerton men here and other strang Former Chairman of New York's
slowness of demand. December openWinnipeg, Man., Sept. 21. Warrants can League
club, the world's cham- ed at 64 c to
ers, said to represent labor leaders
Hands in His Resignawere sworn out for the arrest of four
last niehts lev.
54C4
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to
with
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prior
struggle
tion at Albany.,:
of the most active workers in the Con pions,
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Diekelman went- to Chicago, is not (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Holden
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ton and Detroit American league the day before. December started un
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Santa Fe train eastbound, evidently try, former chairman of the .Democratic sonation
at a recent registration.
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Captain Hayes, in charge of the local through Grey's side which took with X advantage of the special Car X gers, the aviator, who is on his way X
Tomorrow Eddy county Re- - X Panama and before the canal Is com--,
recruiting station, probably will take It three ribs and snuffed out Grey's X must segister by tomorrow X from New York to San Francisco, re X publicans hold their convention X pleted an entire brigade will be staup the matter with authorities at life. Robson surrendered to the auth. X noon.
;
X tioned on the zone for the protection
X sumed his flight at 2:20 this after X at Carlsbad.
'
.
'orifles..
,
Washington.
of the waterway.
XXISXXXXXXJiXXXSXX noon.

(By Special Leased Wire o Tew Mexican)
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 21.
The night did not help to unravel the
mystery surrounding the murder of
Mrs. Alice May Burnham, and her two
children, and Henry F. and Blanche
Wayne, and their one year old babe,
whose bodies were found hacked with
an axe yesterday afternoon and who
probably met death late Sunday night
or early Monday morning. Arthur J.
Burnham, husband of the murdered
Mrs. Burnham, who has been employed
at the Modern Woodmen's sanitarium,
is still in custody. He maintains his
innocence and declares that he was
at the sanitarium at the time of the
crime.
Alibi for Burnham.
Officers at the sanitarium where
Burnham is employed persist that
they can account for his movements
during the period in which the mur
ders must have been committed.
The sanitarium is 12 miles from
the city, and is reachced only by priThe management
vate conveyances.
of the home say that none of its rigs
were out during the night and they
declare that Burnham is too feeble a
He
man to walk any such distance.
was heard coughing in his room during the night.
Murderer Upset Ink.
The feature which mystifies the police is the fact that the murderer
made his exit from both houses by
a window. He entered the Burnham
home by opening a rear window, as
shown by a bottle of ink which he
knocked over. He entered the Wayne
home by unlocking the rear door with
a skeleton key.
Blood on Burnham's Clothes.
A chemical and microscopic exami
nation of spots on Burnham's shoes
and clothing, which resemble , dried
human bloodj will be made today by
city chemists. A rag with which the
murderer wiped his hands and the
handle of the axe with which he slew
his' victims, has been found saturated
with blood. The Burnhams came orig
inally from Medarryville, Ind.,- whel 1
the bodies will be sent tonight.
, Not Known at Leavenworth."
"Leavehwdith, Kans., Sept :v 21.'
Nothing. Is. known here of Mrs. Alice
May Burnham, found murdered in
Colorado Springs, or. of her husband,
A. J. Burnham. A search was. made
through the records of the public institutions here but no trace.. of Burnham's name was found.
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MATT WELLS' INVITED
TO COME TO CALIFORNIA.
Matches to Be Arranged With Pacfcey
McFarland and Ad Wolgaet
With Big Puree.
.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New, York, Sept 21. James Cof- froth of San Francisco, telegraphed
today to George McDonald, manager
or Matt Wells, the English lightweight
champion, offering Wells $5,500 for a
bout with
Packey McFarland, or
$7,500 for a contest with Ad Wolgast
the lightweight champion, the fights
tit take place in California.
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two brothers survive.
The funeral
will take place tomorrow afternoon.

ANSWERS THE CALL.

The Little Store
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$100 REWARD, $100.

The readers of this paper will he
pleased to learn that there i3 at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment Hall's
Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers tnat ttiy offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testi-

D.nnl. Uau. Pnnnrl That
!
This is True.
Killed Two Babes and Herself.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
Five children of Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
A little cause may hurt the kidneys. Garrett, returning home at Canon City,
Spells of backache often follow.
Colorado, from a day's work in the apOr some irregularity of the urine. ple orchards with their father, found
A splendid remedy for such attacks, the bodies of their mother and a
A medicine that has cured thou- younger brother and sister. Mrs. Garsands.
son and
rett had shot her
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true kiddaughter, and then turned the
ney remedy.
weapon on herself. The mother of
Many Santa Fe people rely on it. eleven children, she had struggled
Here is Santa Fe proof.
v.ith her husband, a teamster, to supAlbino Ortega, College St, Santa
port the family. She had grown ill
Fe, N. M., says: "For several years and
despondent in the effort. Often
I had trouble from my back and kidshe complained of raging headaches,
me
was
to
hard
for
It
work,
They are so Delicious.
neys.
and was never quite well.
.'owing to pains in my loins and any
sudden movement
aggravated my
Robbery at Albuquerque.
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
Mrs. William Thomas, wife of a monials.
too frequent desire to void the
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tosecretions and the passages were Santa Fe conductor at Albuquerque,
state--I went to a lodge meeting night before ledo, O.
Public
scanty and painful.
j
Sold by all Druggists, 75e.
ments given by local people who had last and when 'he returned she found
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit, the family bull dog in the kitchen and Take Hall's Bemily Pills for constipainduced me to try them. I found re- the house robbed of jewelry and other tion.
lief at once and after I had used the articles.
contents of one box, my back was free
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe, Telephone No. 40.
TO PREVENT CHINESE FLOODS
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
IN THE FUTURE.
CONVENTION HARMONIOUS.
PURCHASES. mal and I feel better in every day."
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
and De- - American Red Cross Engineer Now in
Co., Buffalo, Delegates Go Uninstructed
cents.
"YOU EVER SAW."
China Studying the
Are
Not
New York, sole agents for the United
That
They
dare
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
THE
STAND
Problem.
HARDEST
States.
Pledged to Any One.
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
Remember the name Doan's and
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
The present flood in the . Yangtze
"I read with some astonishment in
take no other.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
the New Mexican last evening, that River, in China, with the frightful loss
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
the Rio Arriba county delegates would of life and property which it has
Otero for gover- caused, makes especially timely the
vote for
AROUND THE STATE
Wood-Davi- s
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Co.
nor on the first ballot at Las Vegas," recent action of the American Red
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
said one of the Kio Arriba county dele- Cross in sending to China an expert
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware Wa Have It
Phone 14
engineer for the purposes of studying
gation today. "The name of
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
FOLLY.
of any other can- the best means of preventing the
or
Otero
that
If was folly, they told :ne, to love you, didate for
the governorship was never floods which repeatedly have caused
dear;
Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
As to the delegation be- such awful devastations in that counmentioned.
But love was deaf, and It could not
ing pledged, that is news to me." How- try. This engineer, Mr. C. D. Jameson
hear,
ever, the New Mexican Is informed reached China in July and has been
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
And they scorned, and they warned, from other sources, that the unit rule
Phone, 191 Black.
given a cordial welcome and all necesme
and they called
mad;
would be enforced and that the major- sary assistance by the Chinese governMEXICAN HATS
But I thought of you, and my heart ity of the delegates at present favor ment. As Mr. Jameson formerly lived
'
was glad.
:
Otero for chief executive. sixteen years in China his familiarity
New aud Full Assortment of Unique Sao Juan Pottery
It was folly to long for a" touch of
The convention convened at 10 with customs and conditions gives him
Artistic
Latest io Hand Color
your lips,
for
his
a
at
o'clock yesterday morning
the
present
thorough preparation
To thrill at the touch of your finger school house at
fog Post Cards.
Espanola. District At- important mission.
Framing.
tips;
Alexander Read called the con
By the terms of its ederal charter
and dream of you, torney
It was fouy
vention to order and tne following of- the Red Cross is charged with the
They told me, my love; but they ficers were elected:
Chairman J. duty of trying to prevent as well as
Company
never knew
vice president, David relieve distress caused by disasters.
Amado.Lucero;
San Francisco Street'
The subtle thrill of the touch of your
Martinez; secretaries, B. C. Hernan- In this instance the salary and travelhand,
dez and Belarmino Trujillo.
ing expenses of Mr. Jameson are borne
And they would not and could not
New
A committee on credentials was ap by- the Red Cross, while the Chinese
Good
understand.
pointed, consisting of Messrs. Read, government provides for all other exWhat did I care what the Wise Ones J. H.
Sargent, and Vargas and prompt- penses. Most of the great Chinese dissaid?
ly reported the names of delegates asters which have so frequently shockThe cynical sneer, or the shake of present from each
precinct and that ed the world have been in the form of
the head?
,
there were no contests.
floods, or famines resulting from the
I pitied ihem all, for they never knew
Colonel Venceslao taramillo moved destruction of crops by floods. The
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
: :
The joy of the folly of loving you!
that sixteen delegates be elected to terrible famine for the relief of whose
Phone Black
Phone Black
Will Lisenbee In Ainslee's.
represent the county in the state con- sufferers the world was called upon to
45
45
vention to be held on September 28, give last winter was caused in this
Bank
Estancla.
at
Postal Savings
at Las Vegas as follows: T. D. Burns, way. It would seem that here Is one
All
of
On October 7, a postal savings bank Edward
Alexander Read, B. of the most striking opportunities ever
Sargent,
will be opened at Estancla.
Ale
C. Hernandez, O. O. Carr, A, D. Var- afforded for demonstrating the value
Venceslao Jaramillo, J. H. Sar- of preventive as compared to relief
gas,
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Arrested for Criminal Assault.
M. A. Gonzales, Silviano Roibal, measures.
Gilberto Carvajal was arrested at gent,
ten months. They have hundreds of
Chlckerlng Bros.
L. Bradford Prince, Julian Trujillo, J.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
satisfied eustorrrrt In New Mexico El Paso charged with criminal assault
Buth and Lane.
A. Lucero, Narciso Sanchez, P. H. Hill,
A Great Advantage to Working Men
and
Arizona.
on
Rosa
Carlson.
Mrs.
SANTA
CO.
MINERAL
n
Co.
and W. G. Turley, which motion was
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th St., Steuben-vile- ,
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
'
carried.
Schiller.
buffered
I
"For
to them regarding pianos, prices and
O., says:
Indicted on Four Counts.
years
Hon. L. B. Prince introduced the fol from weak
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Tircio Navarro was indicted at El
kidneys and a severe bladwas
resolution
which
carried:
lowing
der trouble, I earned of Foley Kidney
Paso on two counts for burglary of a
buyers that the ftrra of Learnard-Lln-dema-n
"That the delegates elected to rep- Pills and their wonderful cures so I
Co. will meet every customer railroad car and on two counts for
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
WHOLESALE
conven
at
state
resent this county
the
them and sure enough
theft over $50.
Interior Player- - Pianos, and many more than half way in making
began
taking
RETAIL
tion to be held at Las Vegas on the I had as good results as any I heard
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satof
28th
be
elected
to
September,
day
about. My backache left me and to
RATON
Twenty Indictments.
This firm haa purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
The territorial grand Jury at Clay- represent the county of Rio Arriba at one of my business, expressman, that
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
YANKEE
ton, Union county, last week returned the First Judicial District convention alone is a great advantage. My kidCERRILLOS
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
twenty indictments, most of them be- to be held in the city of Santa Fe im neys acted free and normal, and that
of
after
the
the
mediately
adjournment
saved me a lot of misery. It is now
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
ing for larceny of livestock.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
said state convention."
a pleasure to work where it used to be
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
A similar resolution was adopted, a misery.
sawed wood and Kindlm.
Minister Makes Charge.
have
Pills
Foley Kidney
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Rev. Thomas Atencio, a Presbyte electing the same sixteen delegates to cured me and have my highest praise."
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
&
T.
Near
S.
A,
F. Depot.
rian clergyman, at Las Vegas, had represent Rio Arriba county in the leg- For sale by all druggists.
85
Telephone
to
senconvention
islative
nominate a
Telephone 85
Marcelino Morrison arrested for
sault with words. Morrison was placed ator for the sixth senatorial district,
on earth try
If you want
and a representative for the twenty-- a New Mexicananything
under $100 peace bond.
want ad.
seventh representative district.
Hon. L. B. Prince offered the follow
Cut His Friend's Hand.
Benito Fierro, aged sixteen, was ar ing resolution, which was adopted:
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
"That the Republicans of Rio Arriba
rested at Roswell for cutting Pablo
celea
in
to
Gonzales
the
hand
their
brethren
county, present
during
Dawson Coal.
CAD CAIC improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards,
bration. The complaint was made by throughout New Mexico, the name of
Mrs. Bartolo Love. Fierro was placed William G. Sargent as candidate for
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
For Best Laundry Work
state auditor.
under $500 bond.
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
His long experience in that office, unand one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Cerrillos Rancher Dead at Albuquer der the territorial government, will be BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
of great value to the new state In inOet your order in. The price is right.
que.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Abel Narvais of Cerrillos, aged 32 augurating its financial system suc
Modern Residences for Rent.
Near Union Depo
333 HICKOX STREET,
years, a rancher, died at Old Albn cessfully.
querque, at the home of his brother- Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
"Resolved, that the Rio Arriba delePHONE, RED 100.
103
The fun gation to the state convention present
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Gregorio Murphy.
eral will take place at Cerrillos. Two the foregoing resolution, to the state
Palace
Ave.
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 21
children survive.
convention at Las Vegas."
A similar resolution was adopted,
Murdered Her Child.
"that the delegates from Rio Arriba
Charged with the murder of her county to the Judicial District conven- KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
FOR
infant child, Firmina Rubalcava, aged tion present to that convention the
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
30 years, was held under $10,000 bond name of Hon. Alexander Read as canat El Paso. The body of the child didate for district attorney for the Phene us. we will be glad to eall for
FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
was accidentally discovered buried In First Judicial
District, as his long ex- your laundry on Mondays and Tues
an alley in the rear of a house on
AND PEAR BOXES
as district attorney will be days and deliver oa Thursdays sad
perience
South El Paso street.
of large advantage to the new state." Fridays.
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and
PHONE
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throughout,
them," said Mrs. Charles W. Adams,
436 Canon Road.
Phone 19 Black.
h eed cf AnytMaj
the wife of a Joplin, ' Missouri, mine by much enthusiasm and a determina
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
tion to start the new system of govern-mene "VERY LINL
owner, while on the stand In court In
V
under the most favorable ausKansas City, Missouri. She was
Drivers Furaisbed.
t
granted a divorce but refused to take pices,
more than $30 a month alimony. "My
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
If Teu want anything on earth try
is 57 years old," she said,
Don Oaspar Ave.
1 husband
"and I do not want to burden him In a Wait ad in the New Mexican
La Salle Restaurant
his old age."
Successor to B. P. Williams
;j
CHAS. O ANN, Prop.
I
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Death of A. Mennett, Jr.
t u4erusd aud thoald know
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIR8T
Telephone II.
A. Mennett, Jr., who has many
k
about the wonderful
CLA88 LIVERY where we will be ready at all time of day or night
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CLASS HACK SERVICE
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Regular Meals 25 cents.
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.authorized they approve the effort of cated such a means of securing aero
j the President to secure the" desired rate Information In
respect of the prob- -'
Tofcefaeae Red 5 and hay
BILLS
ofiex-Jabll information through a board
of the proposed revig-operation
'
yomr orders delivered.
"
ion, the HouBe at once began to make
perts employed for that purpose.
a a record for political purposes by pasKansas:
WER
We pledge the people of Kansas sing three tariff bills, the wool bill,
free-lis- t
Ill MMtf ant staesfed U tk ttirsty tsMaetfef cssl mi knitkf
bill, and the cotton bilL
tiiat the Republican Senators and Con- the
no public hearings of any
They
gave
state
from
work
this
shall
gressmen
OXSI1 ALE. ILD CflEUY, LEBCSI SODA, RON SKEW
kind on either of these bills and they
President Taft Points Out and vote for legislation fhat will main- presented
no
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tain a tariff commission with ample
E&9TBEEI, KLONDIIE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
:: x ::
Ludicraus Inconsistencies
power and sufficient appropriation to upon which the effect of any of them
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
ascertain accurately the difference upon the industries involved could be
of Democrats
Their investigations may
between the cost of production at Judged.
VSm Ilia,
Al oraks Eadefraa SANTA JFE BOTTLING VC2XS
home and abroad, and after such in- have been sufficient to satisfy the con'
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who
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formation
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by pledge our Republican Senators believes in any reduction, however
aiid Representatives immediately tfi great, of existing duties, but for one
But It Must Not Be Made at fix the duties upon the basis of this pledged as I am to maintain a tariff
hig enough to enable existing indust
information.
once childless, now happy and physically welljdth healthy children,
Expense of Wool and Other
Of course, with
Republicans, in rics to live, the case is different.
will tell how Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound made all thi j
The wool bill proposed a revenue
Industries
order to secure a proper revision or.
possible. Here are their names and correct addresses. Write them
to which they were com- duty of 20 per cent upon rate wool
the
basis
and learn for yourself. They are only a few out of thousands.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 21, 1911. . mitted, it was essential to know from instpad of 11 cents a pound, a reduction of considerably more than 50 per
source the difference b
I am going an unbiased
My Fellow Citizens:
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
healthiest and prettiest." Mrs. A. P. Anderwas the limit of age duty of 50 per cent on woolen
can, why I vetoed the three tariff Production, for this
son, 819 Highland Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
cloth and manufactures.
"I am the mother of a twelve pound boy
This was
bills which Congress
submitted to
and he is strong and healthy." .Mrs. Mary
me for signature at the close of this' tectionists and the last party plat- avowedly a tariff for revenue and was
Anmndson, K.F.I). No.1, Box 60, Cadott, Wis.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
and I am
"5iy baby is strong and healthv
extra session. I called the session to form had set. They did not wish to not drawn for the purpose of protecTrail.1
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to which it applies.
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W. A. FINLEY.
In the uncertainty as to the ens to an average of 49 per cent, with
the tariff terms and a kind of ency- -' sion- Courtroom at the Court House of the County of Santa Fe in the City clopedia which yould furnish a
For particulars and illustrated caguide Passage of the bill, both Houses had a duty on the raw material wool of Z9
of Santa Fe, on the 25th day of September, at 10 o clock in the forenoon to the understanding of the tariff, provided $225,00 for me to continue the per cent. The Wilson bill, passed in talogues address:
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3
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tions strongly advocating a statutory tant secretary of the Treasury in such great haste in passing the bill at
2 Antonio Gurule, at Tabor's store.
13
Tariff Commission, and deprecating charge of customs, the proprietor and an extra session called for another
This bill as it passed the
3 Eeyes Ortega, at the Schoolhouse.
14
any future revision until needed evi editor of an agricultural and stock purpose?
dence had been gathered and imnar- - raising newspaper an authority on House provided it should go into effect
2 Bias Quintana, at the Schoolhouse.
15
tial conclusions drawn as to the facts these subjects and a former Demo- January 1, 1912. The bill as it passed
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upon which said revision could be cratic Congressman of great ability the Senate contained a similar provis8 C. C. Closson, at Fred Lopez's Hall.
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2 Antonio Garcia y Armijo, at the Schoolhouse.
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23
has provided a Tariff Board with an They are to report on the "glossary" ot taking effect was thereupon chang
1 Guadalupe Montoya, at the house of G. Montoya.
24
ample appropriation, for the investl- - and tne facts as to tlle comparative ed to October 15, 1911. Such care was
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to take effect January 1, 1912.
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New York:
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meeting as well as delegates to be selected, and when there be more
than one candidate for the office, or competing for delegate there mut In providing, under the suggestion history of the movement for a Tariff to be reduced, and to explain how it
be a division and tellers appointed to count them, and the majority has ot President Taft, for a Tariff Board, Board in order to show how fully com- came not to be reduced in the Payne
it affords the means of still more ac- mitted I am to the proposition that we bill as it ought to have been. But it
control.
curately determining the difference ought not to have any revision ot a is one thing to know that a schedule
- All persons belonging to the Eepublican party and
sustaining the in the coBt of production at home and schedule ot the tariff without accurate of this sort is too high, and it is a
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Republl be. If the principle to which I am
Chairman Eepublican Central Committee. the difference in cost
of production cans, but also, and even with more committed, and to which the party' is
C. C. CLOSSON,
and not to reduce rates to the free
V
emphasis, those who call themselves committed in the strong terms of the
resolutions, which I have quoted above
Secretary Eepublican Central Committee. trade or purely revenue basis favored Progressive Republicans.
by the Democratic party.
Second, I also wish to point out that was to be observed as a policy at all,
Wisconsin:
all Republicans of whatever shade are here was the occasion for following
The present Tariff Board has no committed
to the maintenance of our it. If I had allowed the wool bill to
power of Investigation and is not re-industries to the point of re-- become a law, the progress made in
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1ues on imported articles public opinion toward a betetr method
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which shall equal the difference in the of revising the tariff would have been
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December, and at that time Its pre more, but the point is that the bill
schedules independently of eftch other
The Best of, BEDS
tariff decessor, by consent of both parties, they prepared is not this bill. It is
according to true protective
had fixed as the proper time at which changed in all its rates and materially
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principles.
The Best of BATHS
a full report as to the objectionable changed to meet by compromise a bill
Iowa:
The Best of BRONCHOS
We favor the creation of an Inde- schedule ought to be reported.? With that was never pending at all, and the
tariff commis- the money granted me by Congress I blending was done, as was said, with
pendent,
Combined with FISHING, HUNTING, TENNIS, HORSEBACK
sion, which shall be the instrumen- had provided a board, nonpartisan, and "blacksmith's tools." The House Dill
e
Where
or at least an antipro-tectioRIDINO, DANCING, Etc. Our Illustrated Booklet of the
tality of Congress to ascertain the with the same personnel as the statu- was a
difference between the cost of pro- tory board would have had, to make
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bill; what the hybrid was, who
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duction here and In other countries, a report not only upon wool but upon could tell? In view of the enormous
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and publish the facts so thatkot only cotton.
value of the wool and woolen industry
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the Democrats which might be disastrously affected
Congress but the people shall be ad
Although many-o- f
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vised of the results ot it fcvestiga- - had assisted in the support
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Until inch comtmuioit ls .utory Tariff Board bill ana had.'advo- tlont.
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THE OTHER OFFICES.
Discussion tnus far has been mainly on the governorship of the new
state, because it was recognized that
all other nominations pivoted more or
less around that office. But the other
places are of no less .importance in
many respects. As an eminent Republican leader recently pointed out
in a communication,
the legislative
nominations,
especially, s'.iould be
carefully considered and scrutinized.
The laws to be made during the first
session will lay the foundation for f
tur policies and future legislation and
thepeople should see to it that the
right kind of men are sent to repre
sent them in. legislative halls.
The lieutenant governorship Js an
important office because the lieutei
ant governor will preside in the Senate, will appoint committees, will havo
the right to refer bills and cast a deciding vote, and what that may mean
in shaping legislation, in
popular measures and suppressing
those that may be obnoxious, every
parliamentarian will understand and
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Window Frames,
xew Mexican were selfish for
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Ceiling,
Santa Fe, it would do its best to urge realize.
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Casings, Base,
the Republican factions in Bernalillo
The position of superintendent of
Custom Work,
Dry Run Flooring
county to continue their cat and dog public instruction, is of prime imporF. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
fight, for the fight is hurting Albu tance. The public schools of whicn
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Berthe commonwealth
is exceedingly
querque's business interests and
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
nalillo county's political prestige proud, will look for their policy to the
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guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
mightily. More than one Albuquer- office of the department of education.
Que businessman has admitted that With additional lands, with
furnished.
greater
liberal share of your patronage.
Estimates
We
solicit
a
cheerfully
tbe scrap is endangering the Duke revenues, with renewed interest and
Plans,
City's preeminence as the metropolis new blood in many of the counties, the
of New Mexico and is making it easier public schools will become the most
Specifications, Etc.
for some rival to wrest that title from important factor in the future advance,
Phone Black 33166.
it, within the next few years. They ment of the new state. Whether these
also admit that it hurts business in schools are to do
practical work tomanifold ways. It is also certain ward
the boys and girls of New
making
LINDHARDT, PALACE AVE.
MRS.
that if the fight Is continued with its Mexico self sustaining, whether they
present bitterness, that the Republi-ship- . should have high Ideals, Whether there
Our Workmanship
The Latest
can gtate tickt lnstead of receiving shall he ten months term of
Jiyi
school in
I-I"
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each district, whether there shall be
on November 7, may only receive 2,500
rural
school
man
high
schools,
farms,
votes. This would materially reduce ual
We have pleased many Let us please you.
training schools, or whether the
One
in
Bernalillo county's representation in schools
shall become shuttlecocks in
the next state convention. The fight the
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.
.
of
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and
Combined Civil
game
politics and possibly sub- does, not know the New Mexico
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to graft, will depend very much
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Large Sample
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Mexican
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and even in Congress. This is not public instruction on November 7.
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puny
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direct
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theory but
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WASHINGTON AVENUE
feet of a feud which has no reason for New precedents will have to be set, dockets especially for the use ot jus plainly whether English or Spanint
existence and which would simmer expenditures scrutinized, new rulings Oces of the peace. They are especial- printed beading Is wanted.
Morning made, and the state auditor will be the ly ruled, with printed headings, In
down, if the Albuquerque
TO AND FROM ROSvvELL.
maladroit suggestions and intimations, Journal were inclined- to be concilia- watch dog of the treasury. The state either Spanish or English, made of
tory and reasonable. It is a tribute treasurer, the attorney general, the good record paper, strongly and durthat Holm O. Bursum would be
Connections made with Automobile
by the enemies of the Republi- to the influence and "power of that corporation commission, are all most ably bound, with leather back and line, at Vaughn for Roswen, dally
can party. There isn't a man at whom paper to admit, that it alone is re- important, and are all waiting for able covers and canvas sides, ball full Automobile leaves Vaughn for
l
the tongue of slander would not aim sponsible for the feud, and that it men, for men of experience, of busi Index in front and the fees of Justice
at
8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosRECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
its poisoned darts in case he is nomin- alone is keeping up a fight which ness and legal ability. There is not of the peace and constables printed well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
one
ated for the governorship by the Re- could easily be settled at the prima- on office, state or county, to be filled In full on the first page. The pages Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
These books ar
November 7, that is not of great are 10
ries. The state organization has takand Torrance
F
Santa
'are
publicans.
between
en no sides in the matter, bit the importance to the people's welfare.
made up In civU and criminal dockets
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
But here is wnere Holm O. Bursum New Mexican can not
separate ot 3? pages each, or with Roswell
readily see,
well lighted and ventilated,
autoon
seats
Reserve
withstood
$10.
has
He
has the advantage.
both civil and criminal bound ia one
how the state convention at Las VeWHO IS THE CZAR?
mobile sy wire. J. W S'ockaxd.
"Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
these attacks and has triumphed over gas can avoid seating tnat delation
320
80
civil
and
pases
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The New Mexican has declared that book,
them. The other candidates still have from Bernalillo county which will
..FINJB SAMPLE ROOM.
To Introduce them they are
criminal.
the Albuquerque Morning Journal
to undergo such an experience. The receive the
If you want anything on earth trj
offered at the following prices
CHEERFUL DINING
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
majority of the votes at unreasonaDie.
It has done so after Civil or Criminal
"
New Mex'can Want Ad.
opposing party has its arsenal filled tne regular primaries, called with the
J2.7E
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
$3.00 A DAY
due
Proprietor.
deliberation.
To
sustain this aswith rumors, reports, slander, yea, af sanction of the
Those
sertion
it
quotes from one of today's
fidavits and official documents, and primaries are the place in which to
of the Journal: "Party 'harCALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.
they are not like arrows spent, as in fight out the battle and it Is for the editorials
the case of Holm O. Bursum, who has voters to decide at that time, who mony' in this county is an impossl
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
It will continue to be an im- been through the fire and came out the next county central committee bility.
Act
and the resolution admitting New Mexico into th
Hub-beas
as
possibility
Frank A.
long
unscathed.
It takes time and effort shall be. .
continues to take any part in
I
Sisterhood of States, fhe Governor of New Mexico has
to disprove assertions that on their
politics." - . ,
issued-hielection
be held ' "
to
face seem like prima facie proof, and
an
proclamation
ordering
MAN
DECIDE
FOR
LET EACH
Consider these two propositions.
a short campaign is the most unpropi- on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
HIMSELF.
"Party harmony in this county is an
&
tious time to convince voters of the
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
Is
That
dica
impossibility."
counof
the
strange
Sierra
resolutions
The
of
plausible charges that have
falsity
Furnished rooms ia coanectioa. : Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
a dictum that should awaken recounty officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
not been thrashed out before.
ty Republicans in favor of the blue bal- tum,
sentment
in
Bernalillo
in
and
county
the
of
New
Mexican's
Mexico;
adopted by
people
222 San Francisco Street
G. LUPE HEftRERA, Prop
It begins to be more evident every lot, accentuate the New
not to make the blue ballot a the party throughout the state. Does
day that Holm O. Bursum has every warning
not
a
dictum
of
kind
that
spell "rule
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
issue. Obnoxious as if may seem
or ruin" on the part of some one?
qualification for the high office of gov- party
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Comernor of New Mexico. He is pledged to most Republicans, there are many "Party harmony, in this county an
mittee of New. Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
to no senatorial candidate; he is own- Prohibitionists who want to vote the impossibility."
even
Surely, not
ed by no special interest, by no cor-- 1 Republican ticket who favor the blue Gillenwater in his most tempestuous
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
ballot and who should not be driven
is hereby issued for the holding of the first Republican
mood, has dared to make such an asporation; he is a man who has been
Democratic
camp. Similarly, sertion.
growing 'constantly in mental and po-- iint0 th?
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Republicans, not ProThen consider the other proposilitical stature; he has had ample ex- maY
at 10T o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
constituwho
a
believe
in
hibitionists,
tion. "It will continue to be an Imperience in legislative, in constitu- to be made!. more easily amended
tion
.
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
tional office; he is progressive with
..
possibility as long as Frank A.
l
.7.
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w u"wl
for the various congressional and state offices
candidates
out being demagogue; he is firm with- - BU
continues
to
take
in
any part
poliAus-he
tics." That sounds almost like an
out being stubborn, and best of all mary, a corrupt practices act the
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Center
called
invitation to assassination. It' is the
comes from the common people, ia trallan ballot' and
ral Committees of the various counties of the new State,
of them, trusts in them and the jussive measures, may easily be
duty of every man to take a part in
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are rethe
in
constitution. It is politics and why any one man should
t v,
no
use
with
these
them
that
arguing
quested to issue Call for the holding, upon. such notice
be
from
proscribed
taking such, part,
Very few indeed are the men fash
and date1 as they may deem expedient, county conventions
ioned so
to hold the things can be had through legislation it is difficult for any patriotic or
for the purpose of electing delegates, to said State Constate's highest and most responsible much easier than through a constitu- American citizen to fathom. The New
office. Mr. Bursum as governor of tional amendment. The time is not Mexican, in its day, attacked Frank
vention, "at which the basis
representation shall be
New Mexico, would become a national propitious for arguments on issues A. Hubbell, when he was In charge of
1
for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or more,
delegate
not
do
involve
that
the
party
principles.
did
not
mince
party machinery. It
figure, much as did Gctrnor Johnson
of the votes cast for the Republican Candidate for delegate
of Minnesota; Governor Folk of Mis- The fewer and the more direct the is- words in condemning his methods; H
sues
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at large
to
the
the
him
easier
down
helped
it
campaign,
during
and
put
out;
or
as
did
Roosevelt as governor
souri;
the work for the Republicans. The still takes pleasure in denouncing the
from each county now, in existence; upon which., basis
ol New York.
time to fight the blue ballot was in methods of those olden days, and it
the representation at Baid State Convention from the
and the yielding of Re. has consistently continued the denun
BOOK-GASE- S
Washington
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
THIEVES.
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the dominance of the sa
publicans there has taken the whole
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People who went to mourn at the question out of the rearai of party dec- loon and the gambling hell in local
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funeral of Myrtle Reed, the Chicago larations and principles. Let each government, (something which tht
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Book-Cas- es
ticmade
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"
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San Miguel
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WHY BURSUM MAKES THE BEST
CANDIDATE.
man, who
After the
has had objections to the nomination
of Holm O. Bursum for the governor-ship has been reasoned with, he finds
that his objections had been based on
hearsay evidence, on rumors without
foundation, on attacks which can all
be traced to one source, and which
were born of a contest for political
supremacy within the party, in which
WniTT. n Rnrsnm won out aeainst men
who had set out to destroy him financially and politically, and who were
determined to disgrace him publicly.
That he w;on out, is a tribute to his
integrity, to his ability, to his leader- Any man with any valuable
or questionable act in his political ca- reer or prive;e me, wouia nave oeea
snuffed out by such an attack, for the
assault was made by men high in
power, men who had in their employ
detectives, secret agents, men who
scoured in every nook and cranny for
a scintilla of evidence that would "fix"
the man who stood in the pathway of
their ambition. That they found nothing was indeed a splendid vindication.
The New Mexican refers to this an- cient history merely to show from
whence come these whisperings, these
open-minde- d
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

.

6.

LAUGHLIN,

FRESH

Wednesday, Sept. 20th,
From 2 to 6 and 7 to 9 P.M.

Dally.

State Chairman H. O. Bursum left
evening for Socorro.
F. P. Kahnt, a grocery salesman of
TO W HICH
Denver, la at the Palace.
All Are Cordially
John A. Laughlin, a contractor from
Trinidad, is here on business.
Invited.
F. J. Paradice, a plumbing fixture
salesman, is here from Denver.
A.
Miss Susan Perry of Estancia. is
Southeast Cor. Plaza.
visiting her uncle W. A. Brumbach.
Julius Meyer, Jr., has returned to
Estancia, after a,day spent in the capINDUSTRIALS EXPERIENCE
ital.

Business

MISS

Cnhler.

H. F. STEPHENS,

President

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN;

3

A

.

-

Established

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

Royal 5ociety

Groceries
&

Phone, 152 Red.

Saturday

LINE OF

AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Phone 49 Main

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market
and Grocery

SEVERE SLUMP.

Tor-ranc-

I

BREAD AND CAKE
6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Fruits and
Confectionery,
Fresh CreamPuffs Wednesday

MUGLER,

Attorney Melvin T. Dunlavy is home
from a business trip to Willard,
e

A

PLAZA BAKERY

OPENING

MILLINERY

last

Your Patronage Solicited
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Stock Market Affected By Rumor Thatj
wmty.
Steel ..Ttyst Would Be Dis-- ,
L. J. Heln, H. Givens and Paul Har
solved.
vey, are Denver salesmen registered
at the Palace.
i
H. An (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Delegate to Congress W
New York, Sept. 21. Selling of.
drews was expected to arrive today
United States Steel again unsettled
at Albuquerque.
...
to Congress Thomas B. the stock market today The slump in!
Catron has returned from a business toee shares yesterday and reports!
CORN-FE- D
that
voluntary dissolution of the
trip to AlamoKordo
U. S, Commissioner Harry J. Fincke corporation was contemplated, result-- !
of Moriarty, is in finnta sv nn
f. ed in the receipt of selling orders from'
j
.all parts of the country, and prices;
flee and other business.
Henry Essinger the well known Pave away rapidly. The weakness ofi
salesman Is here from El Paso and is these issues extended to the remain-- j
der of the list, but. suiiportiner orders
stopping at the Montezuma hotel.
John H. Riley, the well known cat- - were given to prevent demoralization
tie man of Colorado Springs, has" re- - and the railroad shares were relative
turned to. Santa Fe from Alamogordo. 1 steady.
National Committeeman
Solomon
Trading in the stoel stocks domiHome-Mad- e
Luna of Los Lunas, left last evening nated the market. The increase of!
Sausage,
for Albuquerque and from there goes the discount rate for the Bank of Eng-- j
to Los Lunas.
land and other factors which ordlnarl- Blue
Miguel A. Otero was ly would be accounted of Influence in
POULTRY
and
among the arrivals on today's train, securities attracted no attention.
His visit Is supposed to have some
Another outburst of selling of
VEGETABLES
Silver City In- - ed States Steel shortly before noon
significance.
a loss ct four
dependent.
i
diove it down to 59
Forbes' Quality
''
Miss Ethel McLean, Miss Marjorie points.
and Steel-C- ut
Clipp, Miss Naomi Andrews and Mrs.
AmMeamated Conner sold at 52 the
'
S. W, Andrews s are., sightseers here lowpst fleUre for several years. Sears.
from New York City. They are reg- - Boebuck
slumped five points, Union
istered at the Montezuma.
rtothiohcm steel'
,0fOTi
f'erred. four. and General Electric. No
Deputy U.'. S.' Marshalls Ireneo L-- '
Chaves, formerly of Santa Fe, and J. three Bondg were easy,
offer
if
J. Cole, the latter of Ohio, came up
ConfU8ion Around stee, Post
from Albuquerque yesterday and re--:
21
The stock mar- New Yortk'
turned to the Duke City last night.
rown
mammon louay
Postmaster J. Posner and wife of Kec waB
01
united states steel
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county. arrived y selnnS
in Santa Fe last evening. Mrs. Pos stocKs on an enormous scaie. rrom
Don Gasper Avenue.
214
of the country, or
almost
part
every
ner comes here for medical treatment
to sell stocks of the
and Mr. Posner will remain several ders poured in combine."
Confusion
dollar
'
days.:
on the floor of the stock?
prevailed
'
Carr, of Chama, Rio Arriba
v,
i.a
36 1l county, passed through Santa Fe last
st to
the
around
PROPRIETOR.
evening uu mo w ay auuiii uu duiiic dispose of thelr ho,dlngs-Vegaland business. He will attend the Las
Lowest Record Since 1908.
convention
before returning!
j
The preferred stock slumped 5
home.
Its lowest price since
W. H. Smythe, one of the terri- - points to 105
THE TIME TO BUY
a
torial good roads engineers, left this 1908. The common fell to 591-2- ,
HOT WATER BOTTLES
afternoon for Tucumcari where he has 'loss of 4 points, its lowest record since
work in progress on-road. Territo- - 1909. On September 1, the preferred
Is now. We have just received
rial Good Roads Engineer J. H. Meri- - sold at 115 and the common at 70.
alargelinedirect from factory,
wether arrived last night from a trip During the forenoon transaction in
r
thereby insuring fresh goods.
in the. east and will leave tomorrow steel stocks exceeded yesterday's
Socorro to look after some road tal of 250,000 shares,
.
work. Las Vegas Optic.
j
Caused By President's Speech.
The long slump In United States
,,.,,.,,
l
i
unnni wuniT nurcusn
Steel Is generally ascribed to the fear
COMMITS SUICIDE. cf
of
dissolution
lnvestorB.
many
- j.
tjjat
4
il,.
the
may he necessary In
John Freaney. aged 70 years, a pio- ordercorporation
to comply with the federal gov4
neer of Grant county, committed suiernment's views In regard to enforce
4
cide at Central, by . shooting himself
of the
law. President
ment
through the head with a revolver.
.Taft's speech on this subject at De-- ,
trolt on Monday caused uneasiness on
this score. . ,
Rumors of Dissolution.
H.
KAUNE & GO. j

Stamped and Tinted, Beautiful Material, with
Royal Society Embroidery Floss.
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New Novelties in Skirts and
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Silk Waists
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Our window is only a sam-- I
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-

Kimonos,
and an endless variety of
patterns to select from.
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looking us over.
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WINTER

Call Early Wbile the Slock is Plentiful.
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REAL

NOTHING BETTER.

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
much time
This is the time, therefore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
he seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the
table.
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Now is the time

to buy

Wall street has heard reports dur--:
Ing the last few days that the great
corporation would dissolve voluntarl-- j
ly. These reports, however, were the
'
only known basis in fact.
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FANCY PATTERNS

j

Handsome Skirts for Fall and Winter Wear

We guarantee each and every Bot- tie we sell to last one year.
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Rings, Brooches, Pendants. Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable, for" your Eastern friends.
Reliable
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In a few: day "we

(OM SparW Ranch )

Open May 15th .for the 'Fishing Season'
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Fancy
Alberta Peaches

Fup1!$e

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Nifht Phone.
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Phone, 130 Red.
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Fine for Canning. Let us
have your orders for whatever you may need.
;

now ripe, and are fine

H. S. KAUI1E

ft

GO.

FOREIGNERS AT CHENG TU
WERE 8AFE YESTERDAY.
(By Special Lensed Wire ta New Mexican)
London, Sept. 21. The foreign office today received a cablegram stat.
Ing that the foreigners at Cheng Tu,
the capital of Sze Chuen which is be-sieged by rebels, were sate on Decern'

ber
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BUTT BROS. CO.,
Always

Reliable
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DRY GOODS
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Carriage &

PAINTING

and is THE BIGGEST BARGAIN
This must go NOW ever
offered in Irrigated Lands.
80 acres all under ditch and exceptionally good fence.
GOOD

HOUSE,

fruit trees,
wells, chicken house, 300
40 acres in alfalfa. Ask about it before TOO LATE.
three-year-o- ld

SIGN PAINTlNGl
Satisfaction Guaranteed..

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

305 Sao Francisco Street,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

J. P. Steed

& Son

IN STETSON STIFF
CTVILCa
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and SOFT HATS
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CARPENTERS
AND CABINET MAKERS.

20.

FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Foley Kidney Pllla.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
Will reach your individual case if you
have any form of kidney and bladder
trouble or urinary Irregularities. Try ;
Guaranteed,
Phone, led 115
them. For sale by all druggists.
j
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
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Listen I Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
pay for, by having it right where
are using It. It saves on your light hill and
THE EYES. Our
rooms are open for your

Tl

NO PROFIT ON; THE LAMP-I- TS
Vou

SAVES
you
display
we
and
have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection,
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get. .

O
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LIGHT COEAPIY. VASHIBTGTOW STREET.
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BARTLETT PEARS

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Closing Quotations.
New York, Sept., 21. Prime paper
Mexican dollars 45; call money
,4
per cent; Amalgamated 521-2- ;
1021-8- ;
Great
.7
1.
new. iuia
Auriuern, piu., it
100
Northern Pacific
tral,
1141-2- ;
Southern Pa--i
Reading 137
Union Pacific 157
ciflC 1071-2- ;
j Steel, pfd., 103
ex-di-

.Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water
N
No Invalids '
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers; Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Cold

"""s

cialties.

2c.a lb.
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Peach, Jam,

i
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Int nf cmnll
PeaCneS, bUt fine for
Peach Preserve and

Wp

Close Was Weak.
New York, Sept. 21. The market;
closed "weak. A final raid against
tTnited States Steel broke it to 58,
the lowest of the day, but the decline
'was more orderly and there was less
excitement than at any time of
up toj
4,7 Large block
chans:ed hands and the!
. ion Bhftrea
aggregate business done In this Issue
for the day was "well over 500,000
shares. Prices weakened moderately
and there were breaks in obscure spe-

j

Peaches

Special Sells
LADIES' UNDERSKIRTS

"If I could say'' anything I would
said Chairman Gary
j willingly do so,"
of the Corporation's board. He de-- j
clined to comment on the report that
the wages of steel employes would be
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What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

t Head Up)

1910

STATIONS

Miles

1S

am

Are You Nervous?

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

(Read Down)

changed the metal and chemical schedules, no change was made in the title,
which still read "An Act to reduce duties on cotton manufactures." An
amendment was introduced in order to
make certain that In the cotton and
chemical schedules there must be a
reduction of all rates to not more
than 30 per cent ad valorem, but it
was so placed in the act that by its
language it could only apply to goods
already in the customhouse, upon
which duty had not ben paid. The
calculations by which the specific duties in the chemical schedule
was
translated into ad valorem rates and
then reduced 25 per cent were
The Senator who
faulty.
proposed the reduction said that he
had secured the services of a statis

ifiaaaCMakMel
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Grows hair and we
can prove it
-

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Beautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

tician at the Treasury Department,
who had done the work as he told
him to do it, and that was all he knew
9 05 ....
about it.
2
35
Mrs. Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
little Darderine now will immediately double
8 20
liOoUax
Senator Williams,
it .... .... 7668
a Democratic theAbeamy
8 02
OArrosoeo
of your hair No difference how dull,
4 43
"I
it:
This
is
what
was
she
about
weak
so
and
7
45
member
of
says
82
the Committee on Finance faded, brittle and
Oluiarron
6 00
Ar
,.Lv
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
6 35
Ar am
Lv
Oiniarron
5 10
of the Senate objected to this method Danderine and carefully draw it through your hair
6 27
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
ash
5 18
?(
6 17
of adopting a most Important sched taking one small strand at a time. The effect is
Harlan
5 2S
i Ar
6 00
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
94
S 45
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
ule.
The chemical schedule is the immediate and amazing your hair will be light,
pm
pm
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
wavy and have an appearance of abunfirst schedule in the list. It has 85 fluffy and
an incomparable lustre, softness and luxudance;
cannot
I
and
fainting spells,
items, and of these 66 have specific riance, the beauty and shimmer of true hair health.
say enough for Cardui, for I
(Connects at Oolfax with E. P. & 8. WRy. train both North and South.
duties.
It affects many millions of
8Stae for Van Kouten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.Z
saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
it
know
Try as you will after an application of Danderine,
imports.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M.. for Rllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excep"
Nevertheless, the bill went you cannot find a single trace of dandruff or a loose
suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Do
you
to
it
back
and
went
andays. Fare t uoone way J3.50 round trip: llfty pound baggage carried free.
the
through,
or falling hair and your scalp, will not itch, but
Take Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist
O. 4 8. train leaves Des Mclnes, N. M- for the south at 11:11 p. tu. arrives fromlthe
House and was submitted to two days' what will please you most will be after a few week's
tb at 4:33 a. m
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
examination by the Ways and Means use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
book,"Home Treatment for Women," sent free. J 50
lor Special Instructions, and
downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
Committee of that body.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
i. VAN HOUTEN,
S, &. DEDMAN,
all over the scalp.
Then it passed the House under a
V. P. &. G. M.,
aezoManUBnUU
Q. P. Agent,
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
Superintendent.
rule that permitted no amendment and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right to the
I had the bill examined toots, invigorates and strengthens them. Its
whatever.
In other words, it put on the
TARIFF BILLS WERE A BOTCH. shoes.
by experts, especially with respect to
properties cause the .hair to grow abunconfree list the finished product and
the chemical schedule, and even in dantly long, strong and beautiful.
tinued the tax on raw materials. This the very short time I had, I found the
(Continued from Page Three)
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
would be such a burden on our manufrom any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
confusion
the
greatest
produced
by
'
now that your hair is as pretty
asking too much facturers that its injustice must appeal amendment.
by the bill, was
Upon a number of the yourself tonight
ASK FOR TICKETS
to delay the bill, under the circumto everyone.
The fact is that under artjcies the reduction was greatly and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
that's all you surely can
stances, for merely 90 days to secure the Dingley bill imported shoes were more that,. tn DroDOsed 25 ner cent, by careless treatment
YOUR FREIGHT
hair and lots of it, if you will just
accurate information? I thought not taxed 25 per cent ad valorem, while reaching in some cases 75 and 100 havea beautiful
try little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you.
Indeed, I could find no argument which in the Payne bill the duly was reduced per cent an(j on otner articles,
in
conscience
signwould satisfy my
25 per cent to 10 per cent, the stead of being a decrease, there was
ing the bill.
duty on- hides was reduced from 15 an increase all the way from 5 to DENVER CATHOLIC PRIEST
too, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via NSW
bill was called the "far per cent to nothing, and the duty on ioo per cent.
The free-lis- t
TALKS ON RACE SUICIDE.
The bill was supposed
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance), Thcae
mers' free list" for the purpose of giv leather was reduced to 5 per cent. No to be a concession to the North Caro- Who Do
Palace.
ing an impression that it was passed evidence was taken as to what effect Una cotton interests, and to be in- - Pays Tribute to Mothers
Their Duty But Condemns Those
to compensate the farmers for some this putting of shoes on the free list tended to cheapen the bleaching, dye- George W. Armijo, City.
Who Do Not.
sort of injury supposed to be done by would have on the very highly impor- - ing, and coloring materials needed in
R. J. Freeland, Denver.
EAST
THE
s
The very comical
A. J. Evertland, City.
the Canadian reciprocity treaty. This tant shoe industry of the country, and that busines.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 21. Persons
it violated the first principles ol feet of the bill as amended was that
reason was finally repudiated by the
John H. Riley, Colorado Springs.
F. P. Kahnt, Denver.
leader of the Democrary on the floor justice in a tariff, namely, of putting Instead of reducing the duty on bleach-th- who wilfully violate nature's laws in
finished product on the free list ing powder 23 per cent, it increased refusing to become parents were scorFrank Owen, City.
of the House of Representatives, and
But even a more ser-an- ed in strong terms by the Rev. Hugh
W. B. Freeman, City.
i3 certainly not true. There was no and taxing the materials, it did not It 40 per cent.
E. A. Johnson, City.
could not commend itself to one ious defect in the bill was those L. MCMenamin, rector of the fashionthing in the Canadian reciprocity bin
able Cathedral parish, in his sermon
L. Tiger, Rochester.
that required any compensation to the who was pledged to the support of a changes affecting the alcoholic
L. L. Burrens, Erie, Pa.
pounds contained in four or five items af 11:30 o'clock. "Race suicide," the
ROUTE
WEST
protective tariff.
farmers, for in a very short period
1
Rooseveltian term, was not used by
ln resPect' t0 wnich
James T. Ward, Dallas.
after actual operation it will appear
two
has
the
clauses
free
list
Finally,
lnjPiyne
the rector, but his words were straight
L. J. Hein, Denver.
that they, as well as everybody else, affecting flour and meal. As they wen. ad ln 8,1 Pilous tanff bills, in
Item3 to to the point
H. G. Evans, Denver.
have been improved in condition by through the House they put meat on 0 Prfent he utse ot
Father McMenamin advocated the
Paul Harvey, Denver.
But the free list and flour on the free list
our larger trade with Canada.
of husbands and wives
A. Laughlin, Trinidad.
duties had been
John
separation
imposed
the bill was framed and came to me In the Senate, however, an amendment pensatory
For rates and full information address
.
,.
where either one refuses to permit naF.
J.
Paradice, Denver.
1
in a form calculated to mislead as to was put on limiting the operation ot
.
..
thB ture to take Its course, and he scath' .
Montezuma.
An- -t
its effect. In Uie first clause all agri the two clauses to imports from those
EUGENE FOX, Q-- f Paso Testa.
r
n
ingly denounced married women who
Miss Ethel L. McLean, New York
cultural implements were declared to countries with which we have a reel
to prospective
alconol would offered free advice
contailll
an(J
City..
be free, and a great many were named. procal relation and wh.ch admit cer--j
brides.
maU
come in at &
the
Miss Marjorie Cllpp, New York City.
named
same
These
implements were
tain agricultural products of ours tree j on tne alcohol fnm g t0 w cenTs a
to
Mothers.
Tribute
Pays
Miss Naomi Andrews, New York '
in the Payne bill, and were made free This limitation made Canada the onlj j u
on
McMenamin
Father
M, th lnternal revenue tax
spoKe
City.
in that bill from any country which country wuiuu wumu ub
uj on alcohol in this country is $1.10 pel "Motherhood" and he paid a glowing
Mrs. S. W. Andrews, New York City,
permitted our agricultural implements the provisions of the clause. Now, in proo( gallon and the duty lmposed and eloquent tribute to the mothers of
F. H. Moore, St. Louis.
to enter it without duty. This opened our negotiations with Canada for reel- on
lt as an. lmport is $2.60 a gallon, the world, and to motherhood, characF. H. McGee, Chicago.
to England the market of the United procity we attempted to secure free
and
as
The opportunities for the introduction terizing mothers
F. M. Byrne, Waco, Texas.
States for agricultural implements. As meat and free flour. Canada would ot cneap
aicohol and the danger of every mother as carrying out the wish
Henry
Essinger, Santa Fe.
a matter of fact, the price of agricul- not consent to this, because she fear- - evasion or the breakine down
of the es of God for the perpetuation of the
J. Cole, Albuquerque.
John
tural implements in America Is cheap- ed the effect of our competition with internal revenue law by such change human race and the furtherance of
I. L. Chaves, Albuquerque.
er, as shown by the report of the Bu- her meat and flour. This showed that in the chemical
schedule, I need His own great scheme for' the world.
J. L. Snydam, Los Angeles.
reau of Trade Relations of the State importations of meat and flour from hardly elaborate.
of
of
Imthe
many
was
The bill
disposition
Speaking
B. E. Lagsdon, East Las Vegas.
to
American
farmers
the
Fath
women
become
not to
Canada without duty wouid not have possible and of course I vetoed it
mothers,
Department,
W. H. Frank, Chicacgo.
OCCASION
THE
FOR THE ABOVE
than to any farmers in the world. Eng- any effect to lower the price in this There was in the passage of the bill, er McMenamin said that there was a
L. C. Chamberlain, Des Moines, la.
land is the one country that exports country or either in normal times. But in the amendments, and in the gene- law higher than church or state and
E. H. Pendleton, New York.
bil was giving to Canada ral treatment an indication that the that was the law of nature, which
agricultural implements to any great this free-lis- t
Coronado.
God.
God
said
He
of
law
that
comwas
the
so
and
successful
is
the
extent,
something for nothing. This Congress support of the bill was based rather
E. G. Shane, Alamosa.
come
should
petition against her in this country at the close of the act approving the on a desire to make a political record intended that children
William Broome, City.
will protect one fair for the round trip
of American agricultural implements Canadian reciprocity agreement direc- in favor of lower duties than upon into the world, and the woman who op
T. Wood, City. ,
that practically very few have come ted me to continue negotiations and a serious proposal to change the law. posed children was opposing nature
A. Adams, Encino.
God.
and
therefore
.
opposing
in from England.
This first clause, expand the terms, and yet in these At least this Is the only explanation
Louise Baca, Las Vegas.
9
Urges Separation.
therefore, of the free list bill offers no provisions it proposed to deprive me that can ge offered of the careless,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cochran, Mt. VerAll Stations on Its Lines in New Mexico and the
boon to the farmer at all, although ap- of using the concessions of free meat inartificial, and altogether unsatisfacThe priest said that if there was a non, 111.
woman in the congregation who was
parently drawn for the purpose of in- and free flour to secure concessions tory character of the bill.
G. D. Welsh, Dayton, Ohio.
following stations in Colorado: Alamosa,
I have gone into this matter at con- subject to the slavery of not being
Thus the bill was S3
ducing them to think so. It does con- from Canada.
tain some very general words at the loosely drawn, it was drawn on suca siderable detail In order that my permitted to become a mother she
La
Romeo, Antonito, Osier, Pago-s- a
close of the specially mentioned article wrong principles, and with so little in position with respect to these bills should leave her husband at once. He
gm reta,ng ,ts w . p,ace ag tne begt
Junction, Pagosa Springs
which by interpretation might be made formation, and it purported to do so and the general treatment of the Bam il iiieie was a mail neuueu iu a household
remedy for all coughs and
I am in woman who opposed children, he
to include 150 different articles used many things which it did not do, that tariff may be understood.
and Durango
either
for children or grown percolds,
favor of the reduction of the tariff should cast her out.
on the farm but used in other voca- I had no hesitation in vetoing it.
sons. Prevents serious results from a
done and still
can
be
whenever
it
And these articles the
tions also.
Father McMenamin declared that cold. Take only the genuine Foley's
Finally, the cotton bill came to ma
hammers, the tools, the cutlery, and This bill differed from the others in give a living measure of protection even absence of perfect physical con- - Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
of
to
that
the
industries
those
country
the machinery of various kinds are being a bill for which the Democrats
dition on the part of a husband of BUDBtltute8. For gale Dy ul druggists
need it.
But I Insist that we have
BARRANCA, N. M.
now dutiable under the metal schedule
alone; and not the insurgent Republi- reached now a point in the history wiie was not an excuse ior iiuerreriug
To admit them under this clause would cans, were responsible.
It had passed of tariff making when everyone ought with nature; that God took care of all
even should
to destroy entirely the symmetry the House on the
Selling Dates, September 28 and 29, 1911, be
report of the Ways to realize that the tariff should not such children, and that or
child
at birth it
in
die
the
of
metal
the
schedule
and
infancy
produce
and Means Committee made without be changed and business disturbed,
with return limit of 5 days from date of sale.
was not a
for the child was
such confusion as seriously to inter- the
taking of any evidence of persons except upon information which shall God's child calamity,
and He would take care
fere with the administration of the interested in the manufacture or anyenable us to pass bills that will dis Of it.
tariff act.
one else; it had completely changed turb it least.
Our whole business
numbers
The Cathedral parish
Another clause provides for the ad- the method of classifying cottons system rests upon the protective-tarif- f
its members some of the best
mission of barbed-wir- e
fencing free, classifying them according to the basis.
The real hope of men who are among
and then all wire and other material threads in the yarn instead of by the in favor of lowering duties la to pur known families in Denver.
Oct. 1, 1911.
Sept. 29-which could be used for fencing, and threads of the piece and the specific sue the policy of securing accurate
ANNUAL HOLIDAY include wire rods and wire rope. To duty upon the square yard, as in the information to
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keep the tariff rates
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'
ously.
let in barbed-wir- e
most Im-- down as low as possible consistent
This was- fencing alone wouid present bill.
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The
natural operation of
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ted after an informal communication ted.
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infection.
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ingenuity
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Compound and
lic. Horse Racing for which
metal schedule and would utterly de- the Treasury experts.
The bill was reduce the cost of production, and Foley's Honey and Tardecisive
results.
e
good purses will be offered,
bill that in itself will secure, if it will ad note its quick and
stroy the principle which was followed adopted avowedly as a
Broncho Busting, Balloon
in its framing and would make free by the House. It came to the Senate here to the policy, a reduction of the For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
and affections of the
of duty some of the most highly and was passed in the form ln which tariff rates from time to time; but to cough, bronchitis
Ascension
and other attracever
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'
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throat
it
chest
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tions. Be sure and come ,
wrought articles under the metal lt passed the House, except that cer-- cut them now "with blacksmith's ready and valuable remedy. For sale
" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
4TiAn tain amendments were added. One was tools," is to invite in the next two or
nnt iioiaH Viv f o --mi nf nil
and bring your camera.
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all druggists. ;
u
s
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
is a clause admitting jute and cotton an amendment cutting down the metal four years a revolution of feeling, and by
Your last Chance to see the most picand
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recurrence
then
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bagging free, and materials from which schedule by a sweeping reduction of
It- - If you are out ot
"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
turesque festivities performed by the
are maae, allowing common cot- - 30 per cent, and the other was an the old system of high tariffs. This 'Let Him Know
tney
"
North American Indians.
Come and
"
to be raced Bull Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
ton cloth to Come in free for any pur-- ! amendment of the chemical schedule I would deprecate, and so far as I can a position, you must let the employer
and enjoy yourcon- know it. A want advertisement ln the
13. This stake was given by the BLACk-WELL- 'S
brinf
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me
the
the
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your
powers
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by
pose, although under the cotton sched- with a purported reduction ad valorem
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.
selves.
I propose to stop such a New Mexican will reach every busiDURHAM TOBACCO CO.
So hastily was the stitution,
ule, even as proposed to be amended of 25 per cent.
movement and to secure a reduction ness and professional man in the city
cotton
to
pay!
this
cloth
is
bill
by
thrown together, so little attention
congress,
SAN GERONIMO COMMITTEE
and county and a great many in the
EXCITING HORSE RACES
BASEBALL EVER! DAT
a certain amount of duty. The bill also was paid to the consideration of it in in accordance with the principles of
and. on in territory. If you have any special talthe
Republican
platform,
Box 30. Taos, N. M
puts boots and shoes of all kinds on the Senate, especially in the chemical formation accurate and
impartial. If ent, do not hide, it under a bushel.
Feature Upon Feature Fun by the Ton
the free list. It did not put on the schedule, that, the moBt ludicrous
the
is not approved
that
by
policy
list, except some kinds of leather, suits were reached. In the first place
Instructive Departments
then, of course, those ot
the materials which went into the although the amendments radically electorate,
us who are now in office must give
ON ALL RAILROADS
way to men who will carry out a
different policy; but while we are in
JOHN
President.
ISAAC BARTH,
B.'McMANUS, Secretary-Manage- r
office our position ought clearly to be
understood.
We follow this policy
not only because we are pledged to
As she h termed, will endure bravely and patiently
it, but because we believe "it right,
agonies which a strong man would jive way under.
because we believe that a full discusis
The
ere
women
fact
more
than
,
they ought
patient
sion and a clear perception on the
such
under
troubles.
be
to
AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M
part of the people will convince them
Every woman ought to know that the may obtain
All
ultimately to approve and adopt It.
the most experienced medical advice fr$ of chart
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San Geronimo

CELEBRATION
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NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque,

free-trad-
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AVIATION
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SPECIAL PATES

A Poor Weak Woman

,

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

R0SWELL

Parts of The World

tbe U. B. mail sad pas-between
Vaughn, N. M., and
Muren
Botven. N. It, connecting with the
Ftae) Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
4b Santa F Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-- lt
in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Learse Roswell at IS: 80 a. in- - arrive la Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

,Curnai

q

To-pek-

Baggage

allowance

100

lbs.

to

each regular ticket, excess baggage,
at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given tor excur
sions, tor eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write tne
:

world-famo-

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
.

J.W. STOCARD,

MANAGEP

and in aiiolut confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
fierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce
has been chief consulting physician ol the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and has had a wider practical experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country ,
for their astonishing efficacy.
His medicines are
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak anal dell
oato women it Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
IT MAXES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICK WOMEN WELL.
Th many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments or fully set
forth in Plain English in the People's Msdical Adviser (1008 pages), a newly
revised and
Edition of which,
will be mailed free oa
receipt of 31 one-cestamps to pay eoet of mailing only. Address as above.
te

cloth-boun-

d,

Raided Gambling Den.

The Roswell police raided a gamhl-ii.- g
den In which poker was being
prayed for money, and T. L. Wilson
who was ought in the act of selling
a pint of whiskey to Shanks Wilbur.
1 he men i,rei:ted
tor planus poker
were:; loha. E. Williams, T. R. Mlllrt,
S. N. Oldham and E. W. Gilbert For
violating a city ordinance, Jeffrey Sta-di- n
was arrested at the same time, his,
offense being that Of having whiskey
' ,
on his place.

STOP MiVIPV
W-Chicfca

toMlaac

by Purchasing WeUa
nurgo DooMtJe Monty Orders, Traveler'
ad Faratga Moaty Orders
VJ

U.

S, Cauda,

Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELBQRAH
'

J,D. BARNES, Agent.
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A

A. H. Hudspeth.
H. M. Dougherty.

Vargas, Ojo Caliente.
Jaramillo, El Rito.
John Sargent, El Rito.

A. D.

Silviano Roybal, Chamlta.
L. Bradford Prince, Angostura.
Julian Trujlllo, Chimayo.
Jose Amado Lucero, Espanola.
Narciso Sanchez, Alcalde.
Pleasant Hill, Espanola.
W. G. Turley, Velarde.
Sierra County.
F. H. Winston, Fairview.
H. A. Wolford, Hillsboro.
Robert Martin, Cuchtllo.
W. H. Bucher, Hillsboro.
Watson Ritch, Engle.

mi ...

Ac

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

Fraternal Societies

a
lrufu'i
n tl lirai.tlA
I hlK'ktrr's Ultimo
I'llla ia Kf. i C..JJ
tu,

Manuel U. Vigil.
J. D. Hand.
C. F. Easley.

M. A. Gonzales. Abiqulu.
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MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department.

New Mexico.

Taos,

resrsknownatBett.Safcst.Alwavsrte'. i'
H. L. ORTIZ,
Regular cnmmunl-SOW BY IWi'-kCall for Democratic County ConvenFVFPYWWFke
cation first Monday
Attorney and CounseUor-at-Lation, Santa Fe County, New Mexico. i
of each month at
before all the courts
for
Practicing
legates to the county conventions
By order of the Democratic County DATE IS BEING HELD
Masonic
Hall at
Sargent for State Auditor.
Central Committee of Santa Fe CounRio Arriba county has nominated him as second choice for governor, the
the
7.30.
FOR THE "BARRIER."
Territory.
William G. Sargent, for many years first being Mr. Jaffa.
Qioting one
ty, at a. meeting held in Santa Fe on
H. H. DORMAN.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
The date of Oct., flth U be!r.;
Otero
"Mr.
con1911.
a
territorial auditor, for the state
Saturday, September 16,
prominent Republican:
Master
M. A. Stanton, manager of the Elks
by
who
section
this
vention of the Democrats of Santa
has some friends in
CHAS. E. LINNET.. Secretary.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Fe County is hereby called to be held Theater for the possible appearance
would be lad to further the cand'-Uc- y
New
&
York
of
Klaw
Attorney-at-Lahere
Erlanger's
in the City of Santa Fe, in the Court
Hewitt for Judge.
of Mr. Otero, but tue county is
No.
Santa Fe Chapter
Santa Fe.
New Mei:ce
Room of the Court House in said city, success "The Barrier," which is n'jvf
Petitions are being circulated In rather divided after the first choice.
1. R. A. M.
Regular
on Monday, the 2nd day of October, making. its first transcontinental toi r
Lincoln county asking Attorney John The first choice, of course, is for
convocation second
DR. C. M. RILEY,
A good sized guarantee is necessr.17
'
A. D. 1911, at 10 o'clock In the foreY. Hewitt of Lincoln county, to be- Jaffa."
Democratic Possibilities.
Monday of each month Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
to
cover
of
mmm
the
attraction
this
expense
come a candidate for district judge
for the purpose
of electing
noon,
r
Hall
Masonic
a'
at
Graduate of McKlllep's
Among those mentioned and discuss- thirteen
Veterinary
on the Democratic ticket.
delegates to represent Santa which has been playing to overflowing
7:30 p. m.
Progressive Democrats.
ed as probable candidates for nomin- Fe
in all sections of liie counCollege of Chicago.
audiences
Democratic
in
the
First
Democratic
County
party
A Progressive
H.
JOHN
WALKER.
on
state
Democratic
the
ticket
ations
Work of All Kinds Solicited
AH for Nothing Too.
State Convention which as been call- try, and Manager Stttmon anticipates
has been organized at Artesia, Eddy
H. P.
Dentistry a Specialty
It's the Democratic papers who are county, which will fight vigorously the at the convention to be held at Santa ed to meet at Santa Fe, N. M., Octo no difficulty in signing the coninic's, ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
Office:
East side of plaza, cornet
ber 3, 1911, to nominate a State! if the appreciative class of thesTPrDemocratic gang Fe on October 3, are the following:
getting the announcements. So far old
For Governor.
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
the Republican editors have been giv which does not want to let go the ofalso for the purpose of elect- goers each agree to take the usual
Ticket;
Santa Fe Comn.anden
H. B. Ferguson.
Phone Red 138.
to represent number of seats in advance of the apen an opportunity to publish the con fices. At the first meeting sixty siging thirteen delegates
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Poe.
W.
John
Conof
in
the
the
District
obtained.
vention calls. Amistad Herald-TribunR
Santa
Fe
were
county
Thomas
natures
pearance
agent.
Mon
fourth
conclave
A. A. Jones.
PROBERT & COVPANY
Names will now be received, and
vention for District State officers.
Smith was elected president; and J.
day in each month at
W. C. McDonald.
Investments
E. Hogue, secretary. In addition, C.
Each precinct in the county is en- the sale of seats will open one day in
Masonic Hall at 7:30
O. N. Marron.
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
The Right Spirit.
A. Sipple, A. C. Keinath, Henry Baugh-man- ,
to one delegate for each twenty-fiv- advance of the general public, for all
titled
m.
p.
"iJ-'"- "
N. B. Laughlin.
Whether it be H. O. Bursum, NaWilliam Dooley, Dr. Dunaway, J.
Money Loaned for Investors
votes cast for Delegate to Con- who assist in securing this excellent
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
For Lieutenant Governor.
We have for sale general stocks of
than Jaffa, Miguel A. Otero, Secundi-n- L. Tyler, Dr. S. P. Baughman, James
in 1908, and one additional dele- attraction. Lists can be found at W. E.
gress
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
A. C. Torres.
Romero, Solomon Luna or any oth- Buck, William Clark and Richard
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
gate or each fraction of fifteen or Fischer's Drug Store and at the Box
er Republican nominated for govern- Turknett were named a committee to
J. M. Casaus.
and other Business Opportunities
office at the Elks Theater.
more votes so cast.
Santa
of
Fe
Rafael Romero.
or at the convention in Las Vegas, all organize the party all over the county.
lodge
Two hundred names approximateTaci county.
The primaries in the several pre
Perfection No. 1, 14tb throughout
Frank Lopez.
Republicans will support the state A county ticket will be nominated and
Bank References Furnished
election ly not only insures it but places our
the
in
for
the
cincts
county
degree. Ancient and Ac- Taos,
ticket and it will be elected by the a vigorous effort made to defeat the
For Secretary of State.
New Mexico.
of such delegates shall be held on city in line for more of the big shows
cepted Scottish Rite of
Antonio Lucero.
biggest majority ever rolled up in court house ring which seeks to persame
source.
from
4
the
at
30, 1911,
September
Saturday,
on
meets
Free
Masonry
New Mexico. Albuquerque Herald.
T. J. Mabry.
petuate itself in office.
Everyone who would like to see a the third
'clock p. m., in all the precincts of
.
Monday of each month
Felix Garcia.
the county excepting Precincts Nos. play of this nature stop here, should at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
A State in December.
Congressman Curry.
J. S. Ascarate.
4. 17 and 18, and In Precincts Nos. give their names to Manager Stantoo
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
There is no doubt but that former
For Auditor,
From all appearances, New Mexico
4, 17 and 18, the primaries shall without delay, as a creditable showing
Phone, 21 6 Red
fcotisfc
Masons
are corRite
Governor George Curry will be one of will be a state
Visiting
M. M. Salazar.
be held on Saturday, September 30, is necessary before the agent arrives
by Christmas. Thirty
to
WEST SIDE PLAZA
Invited
attend.
the men to represent New Mexico in
dially
OFFICE,
Marcelino
Garcia.
Novemon
election
days after the
1911, at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
220 Black
Washington. From everywhere come ber 7, the votes are canvassed and
M. D. Taylor.
Phone,
The primaries in the several pre YAQUI INDIANS WILL
and
Venerable Master
reports endorsing the
1 to 3 P. M.
For Treasurer.
OFFICE
to
then sends a proclama
HOURS.
the
of
election
the
governor
cincts
for
delegates
RETURN TO THEIR HOMES. HENRY F.
fo far not one objection has been tion to the president announcing the
STEPHENS, 32
Samuel Eldodt.
the County Convention will be called
San
21.
One
heard against him. He was one of fact. The
Antonio, Texas, Sept.
Secretary.
to order by the precinct chairman of
latter, in turn, issues a O. N. Marron.
of the beneficent results of the sucthe hardest workers for statehood
Arthur Seligman.
New Mexico a
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
of the
due
ach
notice
after
proclamation
declaring
precinct
nonv
cess of the Mexican revolution is the
and deserves recognition and if
P. O. E.
L. K. McCaffey.
state so that the governor may call
meeting place has been given the fact that the
No.
were
who
Santa
Indians
Fe
inited, he will be elected by a major! a meeting of the legislature and also
Lodge
Yajui
Genito l'rinary Diseases.
voters of the precinct.
J. S. Holland.
ty that will surprise both himself and swear in the new state officials. The
460, B. P. O. E. holds
valley and
C. F. Easley.
The following are the duly elected driven from the Yaqui
Lis party.
on
THE
of
them taken to Yucatan in
its regular session
WASSERMAN & NOGUCH'
and qualified chairmen, and the duly many
Congressmen who are elected how
J. E. Curren.
the second and fourth
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
do not have to wait for the gov
number of delegates to obedience to the order of former Presiaccredited
Dr. Joyner.
ever,
Bernalillo County Primaries.
dent Diaz, will be returned to their
Wednesday of each
ADMINISTERED.
ernor's action, but upon the presi- For Superintendent of Public Instruc which each precinct is entitled
old home. Some years ago hundreds
Republican
primaries which dent issuing his proclamation, they
month. Visiting brothPet.
tion.
Chemical
and Microscopical Exwere held today In Albuquerque and
ers
and
are
invlteu
o! those people were forcibly taken
go to Washington to represent
Dr. M. P. Skeen.
Pojoaque. Jose I. Roybal, chairof blood, sputum, urine
aminations
which are being held this evening in may
welcome.
Yufrom
to
homes
their
and
deported
2
the new state. Congress will meet
man,
Antonio Lucero.
delegates.
Old Town and the country precincts, on
and gastric contents. Directions
CARL A. BISHOP.
in December
Isabel Ortega, chair- catan and their lands, the richest in
the first
Tesuque.
Henry Gonzales.
indicate that the largest vote ever which will be Monday
Exalted Ruler. for collecting specimens given or
the republic, confiscated by the gov J. D. SENA,
4th and the new
2 delegates.
the
man,
Commissioners.
For
Corporation
polled at a primary will be rolled up
Secretary.
application.
Congressmen will reach there about
Emmit Wirt.
Santa Fe. Bonifacio F. Sandoval, ernment. General B. J. Viljoen. hero
for the delegates to the county con- the
12th.
O. L. Owen.
State Nat. Bank Bid, Albuquerque N M
Ramon Trujillo y Lopez, chair- of the Boer war and military adviser
vention. In the city of Albuquerque
o: Francisco I. Madero during the rev8
B.
A.
men,
delegates.
McGaffey.
ever
the primaries were the largest
Delegates Selected.
Santa Fe. C. F. Easley, Lorenzo olution, has been commissioned to con
J. A. Mahoney.
held, nearly 500 votes having been
fer with the leaders of the Yaqui In
of
More
the delegates
than
Gutierrez, chairmen, 5 delegates.
Eugenio Romero.
polled at 4 o'clock in the two predians in Sonora relative to the return
5.
state convention
to the Republican
Agua Frla. Jesus Velarde chairJose G. Chavez.
cincts. Albuquerque Herald.
of their banished kinsmen.
Viljoen
Ten from
are now elected, to wit:
man, 2 delegates.
John I. Hinkle.
has been commissioned by the Mexi
A.
Carrillo.
D.
J.
o.
L.
Nathvote
Chaves
who
will
for
Cienega.
Alexander
county,
Democratic Slate.
Gusdorf.
Independent Order of Beavers.
can government to treat with the Inchairman, 2 delegates.
The Albuquerque bosses have finally an Jaffa for governor on first ballot;
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. bold
George E. Moffett.
dians
induce
and
to
them
to
return
7.
Ramon
the
Sandoval
Cerrillos.
Its
decided not to nominate W. C. Mc- sixteen from Rio Arriba county, who
session at 8 p. m. Meeting
Edward D. Tittman.
lands from which they were driven firstregular
FOR
Furnished rooms, 102
chairman, 4 delegates.
Donald of Carrizozo, for governor on will vote for Miguel A. Otero and five
and third Friday. Visiting Broth
Howell Earnest.
A. Anaya chair- by the leaders of the old federal re ers are
Galisteo.
Jose
8,
the Democratic ticket but to compel from Sierra county who will vote for
For Judges of the Supreme Court.
always welcome.
gime. Those who desire to return
man, 2 delegates.
H. B. Fergusson to make the sacrifice. Holm O. Bursum.
These delegates
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
J. H. Paxton.
from
FOR RENT Six momed brick coU
Valdez
9.
hot
lands
the
of
Ildefonso.
Felix
San
be
Yucatan
will
They have decided to give Lincoln are:
President
J. L. Lawson.
3
to
back
tage. Bath, ranee, light. O. C. Wat.
their homes by the C. J. NE3S,
brought
delegates.
chairman,
Chaves County."
county a place on the Congressional
John Y. Hewitt
son & Co.
0.
E. Y. Park, A. E. government, given free land, irriga
Stanley.
ticket in place of the governorship
E. A. Cahoon Roswell.
Summers Burkhart.
Secretary.
4 delegates.
tion systems, and crop seeds as reparchairmen,
Spriggs,
and will nominate A. H. Hudspeth of W. S. Praeger, Roswell.
G. A. Richardson.
WANTED Woman cashier who can
11. Golden. John D. Hart chairman, ation for the wrongs that have been
White Oaks for Congressman. As far ag T. A. Stancliff, Lake Arthur.
N. B. Laughlin.
F. W. FARMER
2 delegates.
done them. While the Yaquis are war-lik- e
speak English and Spanish. Call at
the state ticket is concerned, no conW. A. Vickers, Hagerman.
D.
J. W. Veeder.
Homestead No.
Coronado Restaurant.
12. Lamy.
when enraged, they are the most
Felipe Salazar chairman,
vention need be held, for the bosses
P. I. Friscus, Kenna.
N. B. Field.
2879.
2 delegates.
of
tribe
on
have already decided on the candiIndians
progressive
the
A. D. Hill, Dexter.
E. V. Long.
of
Brotherhood
13. Glorleta.
WANTED Work in hotel or
Juan Gonzales y Roy American continent and have shown
dates for each place and the convenO. O. Askreu, Roswell.
Yeomen
American
For
General.
2
bal
Attorney
chairman,
family. Good general, pastry
to
delegates.
themselves
be goou farmers and
tion need to do nothing but ratify
G.
A.
Roswell.
Friedenbloom,
""
Second and meat cook. Monroe Sauls, 208
Meets
14. Chimayo.
Damacio Cruz, chair capable
E. M. Dougherty.
the slate.
of
advancement
rapid
W. G. Hamilton, Roswell.
and Fourth Thurs- Shelby street.
W. J. Lucas.
man, 1 delegate.
Through their efforts they have made
C. L. Parsons, Roswell.
15. Santa Cruz. Jose Hilario Maes the
Delgado's
A.
days,
B.
McMillen.
for
in
one
Sonora
Delegates.
of
Yaqui valley
Fishing
the
Rio Arriba- County.
HalL H. Foremap,
tas chairman, 1 delegate.
John Morrow,
Selling Out Full blood R. C. Brown
most productive sections in the repubThe Roswell Morning News states
T. D. Burns, Tierra Amarllla.
16. Santa Cruz.
Manuel
C. G. Richie," Cor. Leghorns $10 per dozen; also broodNaranjo lic of Mexico. It was to
E. P. Bujac. M. A. Otero was at
that
Ed Sargent, El Rito.
get
possession
Sec. Mrs. Dalsf ers and incubators. Hugo Goetz, Otto.
chairman, 2 delegates.
of these lands that many of them were
Roswell to further his inte-cs- ts
as
Alexander Read, Tierra Amarllla.
For Members of Congress.
17. Santa Fe. Alfredo Delgado, J. driven
Santa Fe Co., N. Mex.
Fanner.
candidate for the first state gwernoi'
from
old
their
W.
R.
McGill.
home.
Benigno Hernandez, Tierra Amarl
W. Norment, chairmen, 4 dele
to lla.
of New Mexico. He endeavored
W. B. Walton.
gates.
Santa Fe Camp
have the primaries instruct their del- O. O. Carr, Chama,
TYPEWRITERS.
E. C. de Baca.
18. Santa Fe. J. D. Ai'.ard, Ascen- 13514, M. W. A.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
cion Rael, chairmen, 5 delegates.
neets second Tuesplatens furnished. Ribbons and sup
19. Madrid.
Juan Narvaiz chairman,
day each month, se plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
MONtY
ANfS
METALS.
2 delegates.
cial meeting tLlrd and rented. Standard makes handled.
New York, Sept.
spot
20. San Pedro.
Quinto Sandoval
Tuesday at Elks All repair work and typewrites guarlead
dull
Sil11.0511.95;
4.454.55;
chairman, 4 delegates.
Hall. Vlating neigh anteed. Santa Fe
ver 52
Typewriter E
21. Otto.
Hugo Goetz chairman,
welcome.
bors
Phone 231.
change.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
A. G. WHITTTER, Consul
delegate.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 21. Wheat-S- ept
Ro
22. Nambe
(Ortiz).
Benigno
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
913-4- ;
95
Dec.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mero chairman, 3 delegates.
Corn Sept. 681-8- ; Dec. 641-8- .
Department of the Interior,
23. Rio
Medio.
Martin Gonzales
Oats Sept. 43
Dec. 451-4- . ,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Camp No,
chairman, 1 delegate.
Pork Jan. 15.121-2- ;
(07753)
667H, R. N. A. meets
S. Torrel
Noberto
24. Kennedy.
LardSept. 9.271-2- ; Jan. 8.871-29fourth Tuesday of Copies In triplicate to Forest Super
chairman, 1 delegate.
Ribs Oct. 8.50; Jan. 7.95 97
visor, Cowles, N. M.
each month; soThe result and a list of the Dele
SAVE NINE
Wool.
third
cial
Sept. 12, 1911.
in
meeting
shall
each
elected
precinct
gates
With a Stitch in Time.
St Louis, Mo., Sept. 21. Wool marNotice is hereby given that Santiai
Tuesday at Elks'
be certified to A. P. Hill, Secretary,
HalL
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, oa
not later than 10 o'clock a. m., Octo ket steady; territory and western meTo know of and use a food that will
diums 17201-2- ;
fine mediums 17
welcome Sept. 5, 1906, made homestead entry
neighbors
1911.
ber
2,
feed and restore brain and nerves beand Lots
No. 9885, for SE 4 SW
NETTIE VICKROY,
All persons belonging to the Demo 19; fine 1115.
fore slight nervous troubles end in
17 N
Livestock
2 3, 4, Section 31,
Oracle.
Township
Demo
who
in
and
believe
cratic
party
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 21. Cattle
complete nervous prostration or brain12 E-- , N. M. Meridian, has filed
FLORENCE
RISING.
Range
who
and
all
those
cratic
principles,
fag is wise, for unless proper food
notice of intention to make final five
Recorder.
economic and Receipts, 5,000, including 700 south
believe In business-like- ,
is supplied daily it is unreasonable to
year proof, to establish claim to the
efficient administration of public af- erns; market steady; native steers,
expect the nervous system to answer
land above described, before Register
are earnestly requested and en- $5.258.00; southern steers, $4.00
fairs
the demands made upon it.
or Receiver U. S. land office at Santa
cows
southern
5.75;
CARDS
and
$2.75
PROFESSIONAL
In
heifers,
the
to
titled
primaries
participate
There is a food, Grape-Nutfor the
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October,
4.50; native cows and heifers, $2.75
above mentioned,
1911.
.
particular purpose of restoring weakstockers
7.00;
and
1911.
$3.
feeders,
September 19,
ened nerves or fagged brain to health
Claimant names as witnesses:
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
6.15; bulls, $3.004.40; calves, $5.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
and strength.
Jose Maria Ortega, Placido Armijo,
Chairman Democratic Central Com 8.00; western steers, $4.757.40; west
A business man, of Baltimore, who
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorlo
ern
cows,
$2.754.75.
mittee.
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
A good working brain is built up from food
'
made the trial says.:
all of Pecos, N. M.
Sandoval,
A. P. HILL,
Hogs Receipts,
market
8,000;
Attorneys-at-La"Two years ago my health had beR. OTERO,
MANUEL
which contains the things brain is made of.
bulk
Central
of
steady;
sales, $6.556.70;
'Secretary Democratic
Practice in tae Distrl t Court
come so seriously impaired it was imRegister.
and butchers, $5.506.80;
Committee.
packers
Court
oi
well as before the Supreme
possible for me to attend to business.
6.556.80.
light,
the territory.
At the least exertion my nerves would
TO AND FROM ROSWELL
Sheep Receipts,
market Las Cruces,
7,000;
New Mexico.
DR. ROBERTS WELCOMES
give way and the condition of my sysmade with Automobile
Connections
lambs,
W. C. T. U. CONVENTION. setady; muttons, $3.254.00;
tem allowed me little or no rest or
for Rosren, daily
at
line
Vaughn
$4.75 5.85; range wethers and yearlC. W. Q. WARD
sleep at night. Stomach trouble soon
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roe-we$2.50
ings,
ewes,
range
$3.254.50;
Miss Clara True Makes Address and
followed and I could take no solid
Territorial District Attorn y
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros4.00.
Presents Temperance Indians to
food. I tried the best tonics and mediMora Counties
and
San
For
Miguel
well
at S:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Chicago, Sept. 21. Cattle Receipts
Assembly. ;
cines but they all failed.
New Mexico. Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Las Vegas,
The
estimated
at
lower.
5,000.
Market
Grape-Nut- s
food was rec"Finally
F and Torrance
San'a
he'ween
'ire
Beeves
steers
Texas
$4.50
of
the
convention
$48.10;
Mexico
The New
ommended and after using it for 10
E. C. ABBOTT
is $5.80 and between .Torrance and
Women's Christian Temperance Union 6.30; western steers $4.257.10; stockdays I began to feel Its good results
Attorney-at-LaReserve seats oa anto
Roswell tie.
ers
and
cows
feeders
and
$3.155.80;
convened at Las Vegas yesterday and
and at the end of three months I was
- District
an Su- ttobllo y wire. J. W 9ockard
Practice in the
heifers
calves
H.
H.
$2.256.25;
Dr.
Frank
was
$67.95.
welcomed
by
man
a
well
nerves
again
restored to
Prompt and careful
Hogs
Receipts 'estimated at 15,- - preme Courts.
i skillfully and scientifically
their normal condition, strength reRoberts, president of the Territorial
to all business.
attention
prepared from wheat
given
.000.
Market
Foley's Kidney Remedy iLlquld).
who
generally
steady.
Light
Normal
congratulated
University
newed, and I was able to do any
New Mexioo Is great medicine of proven value for
the good work they $6.607.15; mixed $6.457.10; heavy Banta Fe.
on
women
the
and barley and contains the
of
both
amount
mental
and
of
physical
phosphate
both acute and chronic kidney and
have acccomplished. He Incidentally $6.407.50; rough $6.406.65; good
work without feeling unduly fatigued.
G. W. PRICHARD
to choice heavy $6.657.071-4- ;
bladder ailments. It is especially rec
Kath
Mrs.
pigs
woman's
attacked
suffrage.
potash essential in building up a
."I know Grape-Nut- s
body
built up my
Law
at
Counsellor
and
bulk
7.
of
sales
$6.70
ommended
to elderly people for its
in
of
$4.256.50;
her
Attorney
Santa
Patterson
erine
Fe,
B.
brain and nerves and still keep them
and brain. .
Practice In all the District Court" wonderful tonic and reconstructive
Sheep
Receipts estimated at 30,
response took issue on the woman's 000.
strong and vigorous just exactly as
Market slow, to steady. Native and gives spaciai itMina to cases qualities, and the permanent relief end
,v food builds
suffrage question with Dr. Roberts.
up muscles or fat, for inDr. Norman Skinner of the Presbyte- $2.25 4.25; western $2.504.35; year before the Territorial Supreme Court comfort it gives them. For sale by ail
stance, and I am glad to have learned
rian church extended a welcome on lings $3.70 4.65; lambs native $46; Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. H druggists.
this valuable lesson.": Name given by
behalf of the churches "and Judge E.
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
HARRY D. MOULTON
Before you reach the Limit,
V. Long spoke on behalf of the city
Trial 10 days proves things when
authorities. Mrs. S. C. Nutter of Cle- of physical endurance and while yout
Grape-Nut- s
food is used. "There's a
WOOD' YS HACK L11IE
vis presided, Rev. E. C. Anderson of condition is still curable, take Foley
, '
Reason,"
Attorney-at-LaFOR
the Methodist church read a psalm Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
Look In pkgs. for the famous little
and Dr. J. M. Grissell, a Baptist min- positive results will delight yon. For
From
book, "The Road to Wellvllle."
ister, led in prayer. Miss Clara True backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
TAOS
BARRANCA
8anta Fe. N. U.
of Espanola made a brief and spirited and all kidney, bladder and urinary
Inof
number
talk. She brought a
troubles. For sale by all druggists.
Meets Both North South;
dians from Santa Clara with her who
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Bounds Trains.
were interested in the work of the
Have you Humlsheer Wooms to Rentf Land Claims and Contests a Specialtj
Barranca on the arrival of
union. She Introduced the men to the
imvm
A little campaign Want advertising
gathering. The Indians have all tak- In the New Mexican will keep the In- Chss. P. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley the north bouno train and arrives 'at
Taos at 7 p. m.
en the pledge and succeeded in keep- come from your furnished rooms from
!,
EASLEY A EASLEY.
,
other'
than
shorter
any
miles
Ten
Law.
ing it for two years. They came as lapsing. The classified columns are
at
Attorneys
representatives of over 200 temper always looked up closely and it, will
Practice in the courts ant before way. Good covereo hacks and good
ance Indians.
well
to use them.
teams. Fare 16.00 round trip. Teame d
pay you
Land Department
Land (rants and tHtaa examined.
Poctura Cereal Co., LtcL, Battle Creek, Mich.
the surrounding towns. Wire tmhadej $
Saatsv T N. M branch Otic
If yon want anything cm earthtry if yea want anything ea
XX.
Station.
s New Uexloaa wait .
a New ltadeaa Want A4.
tfa,
audi-torshi-
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By Clean khmkfaifr

The thought comes first.
The better the brain,
The better the thought,
The better the achievement

Visiting
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no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no.

J. Bailey under $100 peace bond and Armijo is wondering who sent it to taken from the soil under proper treattaxed the costs on him, and fined him him. It is said that a Democrat owed ment and preparation. Next year,
Mr. Armijo a hat over a little election with some Improvements to his plant.
$5 costs for assault.
Will Preach on Sunday Rev. Jesse matter last fall, but it is hardly Malotie expects to show a two bale
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
S Moore, rector of St. Paul's church. thought likely that a Democrat sent yield on. his entire plantation.
East Las Vegas, will take the services this one to him.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 21.
at the church of the Holy Faith in
Indicted by Grand Jury Mrs. Pat-ti-e NATHAN JAFFA ENDORSED
Mexico
The
weather
New
for
Home Cooking
FOR GOVERNORSHIP.
V
We bake oun
this city on Sunday next.
M. Turner, representing an Albu- i
and
tonight
Friday fair. Frost
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The;
More Exhibits Sonne fine squash
mercantile
querque
in higher valleys of north porestablishment, Chaves First County to Instruct Deleand corn have arrivel for the display was indicted
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
by the territorial grand
tion tonight.
gates to Vote for Favorite Son
at the U. S. Bank and Trust Com
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or
jury on the charge of "peddlint; goods . .
for Executive.
from
Rosario
Criswindows
pany's
without a license," which she had at
monthly rates upon application.
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 21. The ReBuena
Vista
of
Lorp.a
pin,
was
arShe
cow
for
Bricks
local
called for
hottl.
Salt
a
TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER
your horse and
publicans of Chaves county met in conFred Higgins is Acquitted Forme!
at GOEBELS.
but her attorney O. N. Mar-ro- vention at Roswell last evening at
W. G BUSH, Prop. Phone, Red 6i See John Bunny at the Elks' tonight. Sheriff Fred Higgins of Roswell, was raignment
gave notice of filing a demurrer. 8 o'clock. The insurgents were the
acquitted at Silver City, the jury find i This will be argued Friday. Interstate small
He's a scream.
minority and the following deleLohis
of
Guard
that
Jail
killing
commerce laws alloy sa'esmnn to gates were named to the state conven.
Bring your best dresses to Mrs. ing
nov of- T.aa Pml(flfi U'QD luaHfio Vila
92....Phone. .92
Verne at Salmon's Store.
come lnt0 thls
froi another tion at Las Vegas:
Perjury Case Still On-- The
perjury state and tak territory for
For flood black soil for lawn or case
T. A. Stancllff of Lake Arthur.
good3' b"1
is
which
tried
being
by
Judge
HAYWARD
W. A. Vickers of Hagerman.
garden see A. Reingardt. Elks Club John R. McFie in the district icourt when they come from points wuhm tbe
House.
or
mve
P. L. Friscus of Kenna.
tone
to
state
tae?
territory
forth.
stlU
Is
This
the third day
hold,
Milk and Cream always on tana
A. D. Hill of Dexter.
mrs. lumer cemus
out. a license,
in M'h inn fWimnnir la vair,o- roVon "
'
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, i.
E. A. Cahoon of Roswef!.
Juan Ortiz Here-J- uan
Ortiz, the havlng Peddlei soods.
188.
O. O. Askreu of Roswell.
case
Case
The
Dismissed
Was
'well
known
of
merchant
Galisteois
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Leroy O.
G. A. Friedenboom of Roswell.
the
W.
J.
in
and
by
the city
Bailey charging
says that the weather brought
Moore, a boy Wednesday, September
G. W. Hamilton of Roswell..
as to produce abundant Rev- B. F. Summers with assault was
20, 1911. Both mother and babe are has been such
C. L. Parsons of Roswell.
dismissed
this
afternoon
Justice
by
an
air
of
and
to
j
crops
give
prosperity
doing well
W. S. Prager of Roswell.
"L
a"steo.
'
LOST Chain and cross on lower
The delegates were Instructed to
Mr.
Summers
strucck
Bailey.
New
Position
Has
son
Nic
Herrera,
Palace Avenue or Grant Avenue.)
vote for Nathan Jaffa for governor of
Find return to 117 East Palace Ave- - of Lupe Herrera, proprietor of the
New Mexico. Holm O. Bursnm was
j Coronado
Hotel, has accepted the posi- MALONE WOULD BE
nue and receive reward.
designated as second choice.
fine assortment of tion of bookkeeper for the Western
COTTON KING,
Exceptionally
Progressive resolutions' introduced
JicUnion
j
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 21. W. In the
Telegraph Company'3 office
large size Pima work baskets and
HAYWARD
Republican county convention
arilla Apache waste baskets at Santa j here. Mr. Herrera will devote part D. Malone, eight miles south of this here today by former Governor Hagi of his time, however,
Fe Trail Curio Company.
assisting his city, has 200 shares of cotton' which erman were promptly turned down
92... Phone ..92
Remember Those Good Pictures for father managing the hotel.
, will make from one to two bales per and every suggestion along progresthe last time tonight at the Elks'.
It's a Big Laugh, "The Subduing of acre. Mr. Malone believes that the sive lines was rejected by the assemIf you want anything on earth try
Put Under Peace Bond Jose Maria Mrs. Nag," at the Elks' tonight.
'possibilities of Texas soil in the
bled delegates. Mr. Hagerman made
Mexican Want Ad.
The duction of cotton have never been
j Garcia, justice of the peace, placed W.
Weather Continues
a strong fight, but lacked support. He
bureau promises a continua- - jiroached and has endeavored to n declared that the gathering was not
of the fair weather. The lowest certain what can be done In the
a convention, but a caucus, and infor the season was re- - ter of production. With an Irrigation sisted that It did not represent the
corded last night, 43 ..degrees. The plant, the water coming from an
sentiment of the people of the county.
ROSES, Pink and White.
yesterday waff 69 degrees, sian well drilled upon the highest The delegates were instructed to
SWEET PEAS.
The relative humidity dropped from point in his land, he is getting results vote for Nathan Jaffa for governor..
ASTERS,
91 per cent In the morning to 38 per which justify the belief that more than This is taken to mean that if Mr. Jaf'
CACTUS DAHLIAS,
two bales per acre can be produced. fa has no chance of
cent in the evening.
securing the nomFrom
nis wel1 for a few hundred feet, ination that the delegates will switch
Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
Cards-when
these
In
days
Visiting
even Western men are getting into hls irrigation ditch is a small canal to Mr. Bursum. Governor Hagerman
At the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . . Phone 12
3
enough to float a boat of con- objected to this feature of the inthe "visiting card" habit, it is suggest- - Iar
!ana divides structions and held that the nominaed that people who make election bets fiderable onnaf e'
which he tion of Mr. Bursum would not be
tthro"
should be careful not to record mem.;lnt0 tw,
of the
is
carried
parts
the Republicans of Chaves.
oranda on the back of visiting cards. land. From
of the land,,.'x- iwhich
part
"
One hostess is said to have found in
,,.
T
0.
attmnn '
advertiseAn
You
a
Seller?
Are
her card tray a card of a gentleman nor
ha
..... ho hanmstrf
..... ara wI1,
on which was scrawled
the words not been for some mistake in the mat- - ment In the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
"Bet two $5 hats on B." ,
ter of water application, Mr. Malone on
the market effectively. It will put
Methodist
Minister Charged With j3 quite confident that the entire 200
facts of your property before the
the
Assault Rev. B. F. Summers, pastor acres would average two bales per
of St. John's Methodist church, was acre. His demonstration proves the, eyes of all possible buyers.
in justice of the peace court this af- practicability of raising cotton by ir)NE of the first requisites of a modern home is an
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
ternoon to answer the charge of as- rigation and that this method can be
To
sanitary plumbing equipment.
sault with a deadly weapon; a stove made far more profitable than by a position, you must let the employer
the domestic health and to keep
lifter in this instance, preferred by trusting to weather conditions for nec- know it. A want advertisement in thes
W. J. Bailey. .Summers declares he essary moisture.
the home thoroughly clean and
Until within the New Mexican will reach every
and professional man in the city
to
stove
two
defend
the
lifter
or
little cotton' has
but
up
last
picked
year
wholesome at all times, plumbhimself against Bailey who had pick- - been grown in Texas by irrigation. and county and a great many in the
ing fixtures affording absolute
ed up a chair to rush with it on the j But the experience of Mr. Malone and territory. If you have any special tal
and perfect sanitation are a
minister in whose house he and fam others has demonstrated what may he ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
ily are living. Summers was at:quited
prime necessity.
this afternoon.
tSteadwd" plumbing fixtures
Something Well Worth Seeing "The
and our expert mechanics will
Profligate" at the Elks' tonight.
make your bathroom attractive
George Armijo Gets Hat Probate
Clerk and Rough Riderr George ;W.
and inviting.
fa
Armijo has been the recipient of "capLet us give you an estimate.
ital attention" receiving a superb
Stetson, of Rough Rider like style, yet
FOR SALE BY
as light as a feather. The hat band
C. McCONVERY,
c
bore this inscription in gold letters
"To George W. Armijo, First State
XL?
Secretary, State of New Mexico." The
415 Palace Avenue.
(
Phone, Black 204.
hat came by prepaid express and Mr.
1
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Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

avenue
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We Buy the Best K.

I Phone No. 4.

C.

Meats.

ord"

5 MARKET

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

r7Vr

T

-

Amethysts,

,

Opals,

S MARKET
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EXQUISITE DESIGNS

i
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We recommend Waltham Watches
we believe them to be
test. Our stock oilers a wide the
assortment of

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

tk

Come in and
watch with us. Tt will
not obligate buying and it may
Plaia what conTtU tel.
T

"Ifs
'

m

i

?

J

tune-piec-

Time You Owned a Waitham."
e

0;

Lomg-Stemme-

Waitham Watches

s? gcod

as-tio-

S.

show yon the exqui.
Biely thin model Waltharas
of
tae Colonial
Series
and will
name the Waltjam movement
best
to your
I

SPITZ,

wmwr

The Jeweler

bind-ing"o- n

j

The Modern Home

r DAVID LOWITZKI,

4

Dealer iu New and

OJ

J

ml
01

Second-han-

safe-gua-

3o

d

c

,

Furniture, Queeiisware, Tinware, n
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest.Cash Price Paid for
New and

Second-Han-

Second-Han- d

Goods-

PHONE, 59 BLACK.

husi--nes-

I

SWEET PEAS,

-

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

rd

SANTA FE, N. M.

70

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.

2 J

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

jfi

JAMES

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
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